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Abstract

Although flat-end multi-axis milling has been proven to be more efficient
than ball-end machining for more than twenty years, dedicated tool path
generation and planning algorithms have been seriously suffering from insufficient
intelligence because they originate from ball-end algorithms and do not consider
issues attributed to the flat-end shape of tools.

This research work describes the development and implementation of new
algorithms designed for tool path planning and generation aiming taking machine
kinematics into account. The developed components are founded on prototype
software that can handle STL geometry for robust computation of tool path
tracks and interference-free tool postures. This STL kernel was also extended
with support of facet machining status to enable machining simulation. In
addition to the kernel, three different components were developed to facilitate
optimization of tool inclination, material removal simulation, and tool path
planning. First, two tool path optimization methods were elaborated to perform
minimization of machine tool rotations in reasonable computation time. Second,
a novel material removal simulation based on accurate estimation of swept
sections has been introduced. Third, tool path planning algorithms integrating
the developed material removal simulation allow efficient tool path generation
with reduced machining strip overlaps and dynamic step-over between adjacent
tool path tracks. This integration has also given an opportunity to introduce
two strategies. First strategy implements the cutting plane approach to slice
STL surfaces and generate zig-zag-like tool paths with intelligent selection of
tool path tracks directions. Second strategy generates contour-like tool paths,
going inwards from a workpiece outside, resulting in machined surfaces with
predictable scallop height.

This research highlighted and resolved several flaws in existing algorithms. First,
estimations of machining strip widths derived from a single posture are almost
surely incorrect in a case of five-axis machining. Therefore, a new approach
taking several postures into account has been developed and implemented.
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iv ABSTRACT

Second, regardless of the dramatic influence of machine tool kinematics and
CNC behavior onto the actual shape of a machined surface, machine tool
characteristics are not considered by the existing material removal simulation
algorithms. Thus, in this research, tool motion has been interpolated in machine
coordinates.

The developed methods can be smoothly integrated with themselves and
other CAM software. Eventually, these methods are believed to assist CAM
programmers in generating efficient tool paths in an automated manner.



Samenvatting

Hoewel het reeds meer dan 20 jaar bekend is dat 5-assig frezen met behulp
van een vingerfrees efficiënter is dan het 3-assig bewerken met behulp van een
bolfrees, toch zijn de gereedschapsbaan planning en generatie algoritmes hier
niet aan aangepast met alle gevolgen van dien. Door dat de huidige algoritmes
gebaseerd zijn op het gebruik van bolfrezen, worden de specifieke problemen
die samenhangen met het gebruik van frezen met een vlakke snijkant over het
hoofd gezien en ontbreken de huidige algoritmes dus aan intelligentie.

Deze scriptie beschrijft de ontwikkeling en de implementatie van nieuwe
algoritmes, ontworpen voor de gereedschapsbaan planning en generatie,
rekening houdend met de machine kinematica. De ontwikkelende componenten
bouwen verder op prototype software die in staat is om STL geometrieën
te gebruiken voor de robuuste berekening van gereedschapsbanen en botsing
vrije gereedschapsoriëntaties. Deze STL kernel werd ook uitgebreid om “facet
machining status” toe te laten waardoor het mogelijk werd om de bewerking
te simuleren. Buiten de kernel werden ook 3 verschillende componenten
ontwikkeld om volgende zaken te faciliteren: tool inclinatie, materiaal afname
simulatie en gereedschapsbaan planning. Eerst werden twee gereedschapsbaan
optimalisatie methodes ontworpen, om de gereedschap rotaties te minimaliseren,
dit binnen een redelijke berekeningstijd. Ten tweede werd een nieuw materiaal
afname simulatie ontwikkeld gebaseerd op accurate schattingen van de “swept
sections”. Ten derde werd de materiaal afname simulatie geïntegreerd
in het gereedschapsbaan generatie algoritme, wat het mogelijk maakt om
efficiënt gereedschapsbanen te genereren met verminderde bewerking overlap
en dynamische step-over tussen twee gereedschapsbanen. Deze integratie
maakt het ook mogelijk om twee verschillende strategieën te introduceren.
De eerste strategie implementeert de “cutting plane approach” om de STL
oppervlakken te slicen en zig-zag patroon gereedschapsbanen te genereren
waarbij de richtingen van de gereedschapsbanen intelligent worden gekozen.
De tweede strategie genereert gereedschapsbanen volgens de contour vorm van
het voorwerp, vertrekkende aan de buitenzijde, eindigend in het centrum, wat
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vi SAMENVATTING

resulteert in een bewerkt oppervlak met een voorspelbare freesribhoogte.

Dit onderzoek heeft enkele tekortkomingen in de huidige algoritmes aangekaart
en opgelost. Ten eerste, schattingen van snedebreedtes afgeleid van één enkele
gereedschapsoriëntatie zijn nagenoeg altijd onjuist. Daarom werd een nieuwe
aanpak die rekening houdt met meerdere gereedschapsoriëntaties ontwikkeld en
geïmplementeerd. Ten tweede worden ondanks de dramatische invloed van de
gereedschapskinematica en CNC gedrag op het reële oppervlak van het werkstuk,
de gereedschap karakteristieken niet beschouwd bij de huidige materiaalafname
simulatie algoritmes. Daarom werd in dit onderzoek de gereedschapsbeweging
geïnterpoleerd in machine coördinaten.

De ontwikkelde methodes kunnen vlot geïntegreerd worden met zichzelf en andere
CAM software. Deze methodes worden verondersteld CAM programmeurs
te assisteren bij het genereren van efficiënte gereedschapsbanen, en dit op
geautomatiseerde wijze.



Abbreviations and
nomenclature

Term Meaning
2A two alternatives strategy
8A eight alternatives strategy
2D two dimensional
3D three dimensional
APT Automatically Programmed Tool (see page 14)
CAD Computer-Aided Design
CAM Computer-Aided Manufacturing
CC point Cutter Contact point (see page 15)
CL point Cutter Location point (see page 15)
CNC Computer Numerical Control
CPU Central Processing Unit
C-space Configuration space (see page 21)
DP Dynamic Programming
IKT Inverse Kinematic Transformation (see page 23)
inclination angle tool inclination angle (see page 16)
LCS Local Coordinate System (see page 15)
NC Numerical Control
STL STereoLithography file format (see page 28)
Sturz strategy constant tool inclination strategy (see page 60)
TCPM Tool Center Point Management (see page 24)
WCS Workpiece Coordinate System (see page 15)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 History of milling

At every single moment of its history, mankind has been changing the nature in
a way to ease and facilitate human work and improve the level of life satisfaction.
Human beings have been forming and shaping objects surrounding them with
fierce persistence. The earliest evidences of elaborated activities refer to the
ages when our primitive ancestors resembled apes rather than humans. These
first steps in altering the nature were backed by the first artificial tools such as
digging sticks, fire sticks, and bifaces, two-sided stone tools that represented
the very inception of tool manufacturing.

The next breakthrough innovation was to endow stick-shaped tools with spinning
motion. Several types of tools, such as the bow drill, pump-drill, and hand
drill, were created by wounding a rope around a stick. However, these tools can
be used only for drilling because the rotation is attributed to the tool, not to
the workpiece. In order to be able to produce cylindrical part, simple lathes,
machine tools which rotate the workpiece, were used. The earliest depiction of
the lathe artifact shown in figure 1.1 was found in the tomb of Tutankhamun
in Egypt, dating from 1350 B.C. The lathe was operated by two persons; one
person turned a workpiece back and forth by pulling a rope while the other
person used a sharp cutting tool to carve the workpiece. With small variations,
this design had been sustained until the Middle Ages when a pedal replaced
one lathe operator and freed the crartsman’s hands to hold cutting tools. The
pedal was usually connected to a pole in a way that after pushing the pedal,
it sprang back due to deflection of the pole. Figure 1.2 shows the first known
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2 INTRODUCTION

(a) Picture on the wall (b) Lineart

Figure 1.1: Picture of a lathe in the tomb of Tutankhamun, about 1350 B.C.

(a) Glass window (b) Lineart

Figure 1.2: Picture of a pole lathe on a window at Chartres Cathedral, about
1240

illustration of the pole lathe appeared on stained glass window around 1240
A.C. at Chartres Cathedral, France.

Primitive pole lathes did not disappear in Europe until the nineteenth century [1],
but some changes were introduced. The most notable improvements were:
invention of a treadle lathe with a crank mechanism by Leonardo da Vinci that
provided continuous rotary motion, synchronization of rotation and longitudinal
movement for production screws, introduction of water powered lathes, and,
ultimately, utilization of steam power. At the same time, the milling machine
was born. According to [2], the invention of the earliest concept of milling was
reported by Ferdinand Verbiest, a Flemish Jesuit missionary in China, in his
book Xinzhi Lingtai Yixiang Zhi (A Record of the Newly-made Instruments at
the Peking Observatory) which was published in 1674. Ferdinand Verbiest’s
design of a machine, dating from 1668, was used to produce bronze parts of the
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Figure 1.3: Donkey-powered mill, Ferdinand Verbiest, 1668 (image courtesy of
Museum of the History of Science, Oxford)

astronomical instruments ordered by Chinese Emperor Cam Hy for Imperial
Observatory. Verbiest used a donkey-powered milling machine to smooth the
faces of the rings of astronomical instruments. Stock metal was scraped by sets
of knives that were turned horizontally, as shown in figure 1.3.

During next centuries inventors built machines employing a fly cutter or a
cutter, which was rather like a burr than a milling cutter in the modern
sense. These machines could be hardly classified as milling machines. The first
milling machine, in the modern sense, ever built was Whitney’s milling machine
pioneered in 1818 by Eli Whitney in a gun factory in Connecticut [3]. Figure 1.4
illustrates the design of the first milling machine which was used to complete
the order for 10, 000 muskets to the U.S. federal government. However, there
is an opinion that Whithey was not the first inventor. Whitney’s inventorship
was doubted by Battison in [4]. Battison believed that the most likely source
for the design of Whitney’s milling machine was John Hall’s “straight cutting
machine” at Harpers Ferry, but no graphic evidences remained.

Whitney’s milling machine provided basic functionality, but it lacked many
options that are perceived nowadays as mandatory. Next generations of milling
machines were enriched with improved kinematics, mechanics, and advanced
design. One of the greatest improvements was the introduction of the first
production milling machine called the “Lincoln” miller, which took its name
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Figure 1.4: First milling machine, Eli Whitney, about 1820

from its manufacturer who first brought it out in 1855 rather than from names
of machine designers, F. A. Pratt and E. K. Root, who clearly built upon
an earlier design made in 1848 by Frederick W. Howe. This milling machine,
shown in figure 1.5, was very popular and was built in large numbers by several
manufacturers. The design of the machine incorporated several innovations:
a spindle directly driven by a pulley, a cone-pulley shaft carried on bearings
fixed in brackets of spindle bearings so that the mesh to cutter spindle could
vary, an indexing fixture to position a workpiece, and other improvements that
allowed spiral milling, gear cutting and other operations which previously had
been painfully done by hand.

Another outstanding event in the end of nineteenth century was an introduction
of the Brown & Sharpe universal milling machine, shown in figure 1.6. It
was designed by Joseph R. Brown in 1861. Also, Brown & Sharpe developed
a similar machine, a large universal milling machine, that could satisfy the
demand of heavy work machines for production steam engines and locomotives.
These two machines had been the only universal machines available on the
market until Brown’s patent of 1865 expired.

The evolution of the milling machine tools continued. Engineers constantly
increased the complexity of the machines by adding different features. For
instance, E. F. Latham invented an automatic reverse and quick return
mechanism using a worm device, Pratt & Whithey manufactured milling
machines with two spindles, James Gregory from Bridgeport introduced a
milling machine with eight spindles. Thread milling machines were made
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Figure 1.5: The first production milling machine, the Lincoln miller of 1855

Figure 1.6: The first universal milling machine, Brown & Sharpe, 1861
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Figure 1.7: The MIT tape-controlled milling machine, 1953

available on the market as well. In addition, in the early years of the twentieth
century, the common method of overhead pulleys driven by a large steam engine
was replaced by installing individual electric motors equipped with gear changes
to vary speed of the motor.

A next important milestone in milling technology was development of numerical
control (NC) in 1952, as reported in [5]. John Parsons and Frank L. Stulen along
with Gordon S. Brown’s Servomechanisms Laboratory at MIT (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) upgraded a Cincinnati Hydro-Tel vertical milling,
shown in figure 1.7, with electronically controlled servodrives. Also, the
inventors attached an IBM accounting machine which used coordinates from
punched paper to interpolate intermediate points of trajectories and control
simultaneous movements of three machine tool axes as described in the patent
“Motor Controlled Apparatus for Positioning Machine Tool” (US2, 820, 187).
Implementation of NC resulted in a solution of to manufacture complex shapes
such as helicopter blades, wing panels for bombers, and other aerospace parts.
In short period of time, the same technology was used by automakers worldwide
for milling car body dies faster and cheaper. During the 1950’s, NC was slowly
growing as a commercial technology, but during the 1960’s and 1970’s, it rapidly
evolved through direct numerical control (DNC) into computer numerical control
(CNC) which was very widely accepted by industry. In contrast with NC, DNC
and CNC exploited advances of the booming semiconductor industry: integrated
electronics, faster processing of information stored on the magnetic tape, and
increased data storage capacity. Nowadays, CNC is a core unit of any state-of-
the-art milling machine. Extraordinary performance of microprocessors allows
features that could be only imagined a few decades ago.
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Given the benefits of using NC, Giddings & Lewis Machine Tool Company
displayed the first commercial model of a five-axis milling machine in September
1955 [6]. The distinct feature of this machine was its capability to execute
simultaneously five axes, three linear and two rotary axes, that provided
unprecedented functionality to create complex shapes. The first five-axis milling
machines used Numericord, a numerical control that was a result of a joint
project between Giddings & Lewis and MIT. One of these five-axis machines
is shown in figure 1.8. Although it was reported that during any given hour
the NC cutter could be at work up to 85 percent of the time, rather than the
usual 20 to 25 percent, there was a list of difficulties: the price tag was too high,
controllers were not standardized, tool engineers and factory management had
to be retrained, and, finally, frequent controller failures due to lost connections
in vacuum tubes. Additionally, one of the greatest fears of buyers of five-axis
machines was absence of the tools to program five-axis tool paths. Since, the
U.S. Department of Defense viewed five-axis machining as a very important
technology to the national security, the U.S. government supported research
and business incentives to disseminate the technology. As a result, within
few years, several crucial software tools were introduced. Firstly, Pronto, the
first commercial CAM (computer-aided manufacturing) software and the first
commercial NC programming tool, was developed by Patrick J. Hanratty in
1957. In addition, in 1962, Hanratty developed DAC-1 (Design Augmented
by Computers) project, the first CAM supporting five-axis machining [7].
Secondly, APT (Automatically Programmed Tools) programming language
was presented by Douglas Ross from MIT’s Servo Lab in 1959 [8]. Finally, the
first CAD (computer-aided design) system named Sketchpad, also known as
Robot Draftsman, was developed by Ivan Sutherland in 1963 in the course of his
PhD thesis “Sketchpad: A Man-machine Graphical Communications System”,
for which he received the Turing Award in 1988.

Falling prices of CNC units and growing sophistication of CAD/CAM software
packages have led to development of the machine center, a CNC milling machine
that is ready not only for milling, but also for turning, threading, boring,
and other non-milling operations. Nevertheless, the life-cycle of the CNC
technology is far away from its end, there are many ongoing developments
that influence the future of CNC. Majority of them originate from different
projects aiming development open controllers, holonic manufacturing systems,
and virtual manufacturing. New standards, like STEP-NC, are addressing the
needs of customer demand in the future. Obviously, there are no signs of decay
in the machine tool innovation trend. So, the landscape of the milling tool
technologies may become very surprising over next decades.
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Figure 1.8: The Giddings and Lewis five-axis milling machine, 1955

1.2 Basics of multi-axis milling

Milling is a process in which material is removed by a rotated cutting tool.
In English, terms denoting cutting tools are also correlated with the name of
the process: the mill cutter, the mill, and the milling tool. These terms may
include extra words that specify the shape of the mill cutter, but, in general,
they refer to a fluted, sharp-edged rotary cutter of various shapes. Figure 1.9(a)
shows an example of a milling tool. There are many types of milling operations,
which can be distinguished into three groups according to the orientation of
a tool relative to a workpiece. The simplest approach is three axis milling in
which the orientation of a cutter with respect to a workpiece always remains
the same. The second approach is called 3 + 2 milling, also known as indexed or
multi-sided milling. During 3 + 2 milling, a cutter may be assumed to perform
a series of three axis milling operations while the operations are attributed
with various tool orientations. A good example of 3 + 2 milling is three axis
milling of a prismatic part as if it were mounted in the indexing head. Finally,
the most comprehensive approach is five-axis milling, also known as five-axis
synchronous milling, that allows variation of the tool orientation by changing
all axes simultaneously. This name originates from the wide use of five-axis
machines for multi-axis milling. “More-than-five-axis” milling is relatively rare
and usually refers to the use of robots, parallel kinematics milling machines, or
milling machines with six, seven or even more degrees of freedom. Constraining
5 degrees of freedom is sufficient to define the cutter position, hence, “five-axis
milling” may refer not only to the number of machine axes but also to multi-axis
milling in general.

Five-axis milling provides several profound benefits compared to three axis and
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(a) Example of a milling tool (b) Turbine blades machined on a five-
axis machine. PowerMEMS project [9]

Figure 1.9: Milling tools

3 + 2 axis milling. Regardless the higher price of multi-axis machines and higher
operational costs, a competent implementation of multi-axis techniques must
lead to shorter production times and lower average costs. The most prominent
features of five-axis milling that drive the efficiency of production up are:

• Possibility to machine parts in the smaller number of set-ups.
Since an orientation of the workpiece relative to the spindle can be changed
without re-clamping, machining of complex shape geometries like turbine
blades shown in figure 1.9(b) may require only one setup. Thus, higher
precision is achieved by eliminating errors caused by relocation and re-
clamping of a workpiece.

• Better cutting conditions. Figure 1.10(a) illustrates a situation in
which cutting is performed by a tool tip that has zero linear velocity. This
almost always lead to deteriorated surface quality and can not be avoided
in the case of three axis milling. In contrast, five-axis milling allows to
change tool orientation so that cutting is performed with better cutting
conditions by a point which linear velocity is greater than zero.

• More efficient cutting of complex shaped surfaces. Three axis
strategies to finish complex surfaces heavily rely on the use of milling
cutters with ball-end nose. The use of the tools with the flat tip is
often inappropriate because the use of such tools results in non-smooth,
staircase-like surfaces. However, this is not a case of five-axis milling
because it allows curvature matching machining in which a flat-end tool
can be placed to fit local curvature profiles. Vickers and Quan [10] were
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(a) Difference in cutting con-
ditions

WW

(b) Cutting strip width for
ball-end and flat-end cutters

Figure 1.10: Benefits of tool inclination

(a) Swarf (flank) milling (b) Shorter tools

Figure 1.11: Benefits of five-axis milling

the first who reported a drastic improvement of the milling strip width by
switching from a ball-end milling cutter to a flat-end milling cutter with
the same diameter. Figure 1.10(b) shows how the difference in milling
strip widths arises. As a result of larger strip widths, bigger step-over
distances between consequent tool path tracks result in the decreased
number of tool path tracks and reduced machining time.

• Flank milling. This method uses the side surface of a tool, the flank, to
profile ruled surfaces, surfaces in which a straight line can be aligned at
each point. This technique almost ideally suits for machining components
with angled walls and edges. These components can be found in the big
numbers in the aerospace, die and mold making, and turbomachinery
industries. Figure 1.11(a) illustrates an example of flank milling, also
known as swarf milling.

• Use of shorter tools. Contrary to three axis milling, five-axis milling
allows machining of deep cavities with shorter tools. As shown in
figure 1.11(b), three axis milling requires a longer tool in order to reach the
cavity bottom and avoid collision, whereas five-axis milling may approach
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the cavity floor with a shorter tool by reorienting the tool so that no
collision between the tool, tool holder, spindle, and workpiece occurs. In
addition, use of short tools leads to better surface quality due to reduced
chatter.

Apart from its benefits, five-axis milling has a couple of major drawbacks. One of
them is a high cost of milling machine tools, however, falling prices for machinery
will almost eliminate a gap between prices of five-axis and three axis milling.
Other drawback is complexity of preparation of NC programs. Due to the nature
of the kinematics of five-axis milling machines, a usual multi-axis NC program
can not be easily created and comprehended without proper visualization by
a CAM engineer or machine operator. In order to manage operations of the
machines, different sophisticated software packages must be used. The list of
required software includes not only CAD/CAM packages, but also verification
software what assists a CAM engineer to foresee undercuts/overcuts before
actual machining and detect possible collisions between a workpiece, fixture,
tools, and a machine. Recent trends in development of industrial software shows
notable progress in overcoming these hurdles. Dedicated software is becoming
more integrated and more elaborated. It is possible to complete a full cycle of NC
program generation in one software package. Moreover, the number of supported
machining strategies and implemented tool path optimization techniques is
growing steadily. Beside software development, controller manufacturers have
recently simplified the complexity of operating five-axis milling machines to
almost the level of three axis milling machines. Thereby, it may be credible
to predict that these drawbacks won’t scare customers away from adopting
five-axis machining.

1.3 Applications for five-axis milling

Many industries are gaining advantages of using five-axis milling machines.
These machine tools are actively used for the production of ordinary and
precision components in the aerospace, diesel engine, automotive, and heavy
industries [11]. A number of other industries, such as medical, textile, oil,
and glass industries, are exploring five-axis milling technological options as
well. Since about a decade ago, a five-axis milling machine has spilled from its
niche to the market of machine tools and became common machinery in the
mainstream metal working industry.

There is no specific application or task that is assigned for five-axis machining.
Components of different sizes and shapes are produced in five axes, but the
most renown “five-axis “ parts remain stamping dies for the manufacturing of
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(a) Frame component (image
courtesy of Siemens)

(b) Car body prototype (im-
age courtesy of Siemens)

Figure 1.12: Examples of five-axis parts from aerospace and automotive
industries

(a) Marine propeller (b) Impeller. PowerMEMS
project [9]

Figure 1.13: Examples of five-axis parts from power and heavy industries

car body panels, large airspace structures like wing bodies, submarine and ship
propellers, and blades for turbines and compressors. Figures 1.12-1.14 provide
graphical illustration of parts from some of the before-mentioned industries.

Many more products are made with indirect involvement of five-axis milling.
PET bottles, packages of diary products, plastic panels of consumer electronics,
and many other ergonomic shaped products that have complex shapes are made
by injection molding and die stamping. Due to the product shapes, the die
and mold tooling intrinsically inherits complex shapes, and, obviously, those
shapes tend to be machined as efficient as possible, i.e. by performing five-axis
milling. However, the full potential of the technology is still to be explored and
exploited in many other applications.
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(a) Hip prosthesis (b) Knee implant

Figure 1.14: Examples of five-axis parts from medical industry

1.4 Programming of five-axis milling

This chapter will explain the concepts that are essential for programming multi-
axis milling machines, and the current industrial practice will be explained as
well. This background information is necessary for understanding limits of the
existing methods along with pitfalls and hurdles in developing of more advanced
tool path generation algorithms. The scope of the background information
is confined to the description of methods that are important for five-axis
milling of sculptured surfaces using a flat-end milling cutter. Moreover, flank
(swarf) milling will not be considered in this research due to the fact that the
computational methods accounted for it are rather different from the methods
used for general milling.

In order to produce a part which has complex surfaces, a milling machine has
to be programmed in a way that milling tool movements result in removing
all necessary excessive material. Figure 1.15 illustrates the main phases of
preparing NC machining. Firstly, it starts from designing a model of a part
to be manufactured in CAD software. Secondly, CAM software generates
a tool path, a description of tool movements in the part coordinate system,
depending on the part geometry and settings defined by a CAM engineer.
Therefore, thirdly, this machine independent tool path data are prepared by a
postprocessor to convert tool movements in the workpiece coordinate system
(WCS) to the machine coordinate system described by machine kinematics. The
postprocessor is also responsible for converting commands into a format that
is supported by the exact controller of a machine at which the tool path will
be executed. The output of the postprocessor is a file of G-code instructions
that identify tool movements, tool changes, feed speed, status of coolant, and
other parameters. Optionally, generated G-code may be verified by verification
software. It simulates behavior of a machine as if the machine executed an
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Figure 1.15: NC-milling preparation process flow

Figure 1.16: Geometric definition of a generalized cutter

NC-program. This technique allows to validate quality of the machined surface
and detect under-cuts and over-cuts that may appear due to an oversight of
a programmer or machine kinematics. This additional step may diminish the
number of trial runs of the NC-program on a machine. Finally, the NC-program
is executed on a machine; thus the part is made.

1.4.1 Tool orientation and position

The shape of a CAD model has a great impact on the tool path generation, but
it can rarely be altered on the request of a CAM programmer to ease tool path
generation. Therefore, since the part design is granted, tool path generation
may control only two procedures: selection of the tool shape and definition of
the tool trajectory.

In order to curb a great variety of all possible tool shapes and sizes, the industry
focuses on the standardized geometric definition of a generalized cutting tool
that is based on the APT definition. The most comprehensive shape of an
APT cutter may consist of the bottom and side lines and fillets connecting the
lines, as shown in figure 1.16. However, in practical applications, the range of
used tool shapes is narrower. As can be seen in figure 1.17, the major needs of
industry are satisfied with three tool shapes.
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Figure 1.17: Most widely used APT cutter shapes

Current industrial practices are to represent tool paths, a spatial trajectory of
the tool, as a sequence of intermediate tool positions, also known as tool postures,
because it is seldom possible to derive a closed-form analytical expression of
these trajectories. Each tool posture is described by a coordinate of a cutter
location (CL) point, a common name of the end point of the APT cutter,
and a unit vector of the tool orientation, as shown in figure 1.18(a). These
coordinates (tool position (x, y, z) and tool orientation (i, j, k)) are represented
in the workpiece coordinate system (WCS). Switching from one WCS to another
causes invariant transformations and, therefore, does not influence five-axis tool
path generation.

CAM software internally does not use WCS’s (x, y, z, i, j, k) to compute tool
postures. In order to ease computation of tool postures, CAM software uses
two “tricks”. First trick is that CAM software uses a local coordinate system
(LCS) which has an origin in the point where a tool touches a surface. This
point is called the cutter contact (CC) point, as shown in figure 1.18(b). The
LCS aligns tool geometry to local surface properties (normal, mean curvature
directions). Without an LCS, a CL point would define tool location within a
global frame neglecting any information about surface geometry. The axes of
an LCS are directed as follows:

• FL is a feed direction and denotes X axis of the LCS

• NL is a surface normal and denotes Z axis of the LCS

• (FL × NL) is a product of a feed direction and a surface normal and
denotes Y axis of the LCS

Second trick is that CAM software usually does not use (i, j, k) notation for
tool orientation. It is replaced by a notation that includes two angles which
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(a) Tool posture (b) Local Coordinate System

Figure 1.18: Defining a tool position

can define tool orientation within the LCS. These angles are easier to use to
align tool shape to the local surface properties. There are two ways to define
these angles:

• Lead and tilt angles (figure 1.19(a)). Lead angle α, also called Sturz
angle, is the angle between the normal vector NL and the projection of the
tool orientation vector TL onto the plane defined by the normal NL and
feed direction FL vectors. Tilt angle β is the angle between the normal
vector NL and the projection of the tool orientation vector TL onto the
plane defined by the normal vector NL and the (FL ×NL) axis.

• Inclination and screw angles (figure 1.19(b)). Inclination angle ϕ is
the angle between the normal vector NL and the tool orientation vector
TL. Screw angle θ is the angle between the feed direction FL and the
projection of the tool orientation vector TL onto the plane defined by the
feed direction FL and the (FL ×NL) axis.

In a case when the tool orientation vector TL is within the FL −NL plane, tilt
and screw angles become equal to zero, and lead angle is equal to inclination
angle.

1.4.2 State-of-the-art of five-axis milling strategies

The key description of a tool path is a tool path pattern. It represents a layout of
tool motion across a machined surface. Some of the patterns can be seamlessly
recognized from their shapes. Figure 1.20 illustrates several patterns which are
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(a) Angles: lead α and tilt β (b) Angles: inclination ϕ and screw θ

Figure 1.19: Methods to represent tool orientation in LCS

Contour
SpiralZig-zag

Figure 1.20: Examples of milling patterns

often used in milling. Other patterns do not inherit a particular recognizable
geometrical representation but their shapes can target various objectives like
obtaining particular surface quality after machining, following paths of small
variation in surface normals along the pattern, or following iso-curvature paths.
Different existing approaches to generate tool paths applied to the five-axis
milling are described in this section.

Historically, milling patterns came into existence to fulfill the needs of 2D
milling. Afterwards, CAM researchers were challenged to exploit these 2D
patterns for simultaneous 3D milling of complex surfaces. It was impossible to
map straightforwardly 2D patterns onto an arbitrary surface; only one class of
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Figure 1.21: Generation of a cutter trajectory pattern from a guide surface

surfaces, called developable surfaces (which can be flattened to a plane without
distortion), can be assigned with 2D patterns. As a result, a big group of
methods to generate pattens on a complex surface have been developed.

The most common strategies to generate patterns are listed below:

• Guide surface method. This method is based on the use of a so-called
guide surface. In this method, patterns are generated on relatively simple
surfaces, like planes or spheres, and, then, projected onto the part surface,
as shown in figure 1.21.

• Pattern generation in the surface parametric domain. This
method is based on generation of patterns in the (u, v) parametric
coordinates of a given surface. A 2D pattern is arranged within the
(u, v) domain of a surface, and, eventually, mapped back to the surface,
as shown in figure 1.22. A typical pattern of this method is a zig-zag path
(iso-parametric path) because, usually, a surface patch is mapped onto
the a square (u, v) domain with the edge length equal to 1 which is very
suitable for generating zig-zag paths. Besides the zig-zag pattern, other
patters have been reported as well. For instance, figure 1.23 illustrates an
example in which a non-square (u, v) domain is covered with space-filling
curves.

• Cutting plane method. In this method, tool path curves are defined
by intersecting a group of parallel planes (cutting planes) with the surface,
as shown in figure 1.24.This method is also called drive surface, iso-planar,
and APT methods [13].

• Machining strip based methods. Some tool path generation methods
consider surface quality after machining. They incorporate computation
of scallop height, an accepted measure of surface quality which is shown
in figure 1.25 as a distance from a designed surface to the cusp of material
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Figure 1.22: Mapping of a tool path track from the (u, v) domain onto the
surface

(a) Space-filling curves of the the
(u, v) domain

(b) Space-filling curves on the
surface

Figure 1.23: Curvilinear space-filling curve [12]

Figure 1.24: Cutting planes intersecting a part surface
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Figure 1.25: Scallop cusps

(a) Iso-parametric (b) Iso-scallop

Figure 1.26: Tool paths attributed to different tool path planning approaches [15]

left unmachined between two adjacent tool path tracks. These methods
challenge generation of tool paths that results in scallop height that is
smaller than an allowable value.
Figure 1.26 shows tool paths that have been generated by two different
approaches. The iso-parametric tool path shown in figure 1.26(a) is
generated along isoparametric curves in the parametric domain so that
the scallop height between successive cutter passes does not exceed a
certain value. The iso-scallop tool path shown in figure 1.26(b) is also
generated in the parametric domain, but it does not follow isoparametric
curves, and tool path distribution ensures constant scallop height between
successive cutter passes. The machining strip concept was used in the
research [14] that led to a method that ensures generation of the widest
machining strips.

• Methods based on iso-lines of surface topology properties. A
number of methods assess different properties of surface geometry. Two
methods are described below.
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(a) Isophotes of a free-form surface [16] (b) Equi-space contour lines on a
surface [17]

Figure 1.27: Iso-line based tool paths

The first method is the iso-phote method [16] that segments surfaces
into iso-phote regions, regions where the normal vector varies in a certain
range from a given reference vector. Figure 1.27(a) shows several iso-phote
regions, bound by the iso-inclination curves, on a surface that can be
used as guideways for tool path curves. If a tool is oriented normally to a
machined surface, the iso-phote tool paths tend to reduce variation of the
tool orientation vector.
Second method is the iso-conic partitioning method [17] that resembles
the iso-phote method, but it generates iso-lines, called equi-space contour
lines, on a surface that refer to small variation of the machine rotary axes.
Figure 1.27(b) shows curves that are equi-distant in regard of machine
rotations. Similar, these iso-lines are not tool path curves, but some of
them can be used as guideways for tool paths.

Besides development of techniques to create patterns on the complex surfaces,
there was one more change in tool path programming. In the 2D era, a pattern
curve represented the exact programmed trajectory of the CL point. This
was possible because a tool could literally slide between any two points of
the flat surface without encountering obstacles and accessibility problems. By
transferring patterns onto complex surfaces, new issues have arisen. First,
tracing the CL point along pattern curves was hampered due to high probability
of gouging, especially in concave regions, as shown in figure 1.28(a). This
forced patterns to be considered as CC-paths. It is important to note that the
C-space method using a CL surface (locus of feasible CL points) to generate
tool paths [13] is not suitable for five-axis tool paths using flat-end mills. In
general, C-space denotes a multi-dimensional space of configurations (sets of
independent parameters that characterize the position of every point in the
object) of a moving object in presence of obstacles. It facilitates resolving of
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(a) Surface error due to
overcut

(b) Tool bottom and flank inter-
fering surface geometry

Figure 1.28: Five-axis issues

spatial planning problems. The basic idea of this concept is that the obstacles
(machined geometry) are offset outside (expanded). By proper expanding of
machined surfaces, a tool motion can mathematically be considered as a motion
of a point (tool geometry shrinks and degenerates to a point while obstacles
grow). In the referred C-space method, a CL surface is computed only for a
fixed tool orientation. Thus, it is impossible to create a CL surface (expansion
that degenerates a tool motion to a motion of the CL point) for five-axis flat-end
milling because the tool orientation is variable, and this makes formulation
of the proper offsetting impossible. Given CC points, the second issue was to
derive position of CL points, but this required finding both tool orientations
and positions of CC points on the tool periphery for which the tool does not
penetrate into the design surface. Types of interference between a tool and
surface are distinguished correspondingly to the part of the tool which interferes
the surface, as shown in figure 1.28(b). Tool bottom penetration is called
gouging, tool flank penetration is called collision. The procedures to evade these
problems is called gouge elimination and collision avoidance. Therefore, tool
orientation becomes a very important issue of five-axis milling. Depending on
the strategy to determine tool postures, impressive gains in milling efficiency
may be achieved.

Even though all tool postures of a tool path are gouge and collision free,
sometimes a tool may interfere with the machined surface during machining
because intermediate tool positions are not prevented from gouge and collision
occurrences. The source of such incidents is that tool motion between two
programmed postures is defined by machine kinematics. Often, if machine
kinematics is not taken into account, it leads to large errors. The following
chapters will explain this phenomenon in details.

Eventually, tool path generation is the computation of a sequence of CC points
on a part surface and computation of tool orientations satisfying a selected
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milling strategy. The last step made by CAM software is computation of
coordinates of CL points. Sometimes these steps can be tightly interwoven. For
instance, in case of optimization, computation of tool orientations can iteratively
be linked to the generation of CC points until a certain optimization objective
reached.

1.4.3 Postprocessing

After generating tool postures, CAM software converts internal representation
of these tool postures to the (x, y, z, i, j, k) format that represents a tool
orientation and tool position in the WCS. Then, these coordinates are exported
and stored in a CL-data file, which file format is described in ISO 3592. A
CL-data file contains a list of records, each of them commanding specific
instructions to control a milling machine. However, since the (x, y, z, i, j, k)
format is neutral and does not embed any information about kinematics of a
particular machine which will execute a tool path, an additional procedure,
called inverse kinematic transformation (IKT), is performed to obtain machine
axes coordinates corresponding to the CL-data.

IKT depends on the kinematics and configuration of the machine tool. For a
five-axis milling machine, IKT finds two angular and three linear coordinates of
the machine tool at which a milling tool tip is positioned at the programmed
point of the surface with the proper tool orientation. Mathematically, IKT is a
matrix equation given in Equation (1.1).
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(1.1)

where [XM , YM , ZM , AM , BM ]T represents machine coordinates of a five-axis
machine;
[aij ] is a rotation matrix. This rotation matrix is a product of two rotation
matrices of the machine rotary axes in the order depending on the machine
kinematics. A detailed explanation can be found in [18].
[xCL, yCL, zCL, iCL, jCL, kCL]T represents CL-data coordinates;
[Xoffset, Yoffset, Zoffset, Aoffset, Boffset]T represents linear and angular offsets
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TCPM off TCPM on

Figure 1.29: Tool center point management

from the WCS origin to machine’s pivot position (depends on positioning of
the workpiece on the machine table and cutter length).

Necessity of implementation of IKT complicates support of five-axis functionality
by machine tool builders for various CAM software packages. Recently,
companies producing advanced CNC controllers, such as Siemens and
Heidenhain, have introduced a feature that eliminates the linearization problem
(deviation of the tool tip trajectory from a straight line) and postprocessor
burden of solving the IKT. A general name of this feature is Tool Centre
Point Management (TCPM) and it allows IKT be performed inside the CNC
control. TCPM ensures linear motion of the tool tip, not the pivot point,
as shown in figure 1.29. This resolves the linearization problem and requires
only rotary axes coordinates to be computed. For instance, enabled TCPM
for a machine with the same kinematic structure as of Maho600E, shown in
figure 1.30. For this particular machine configuration, there are two solutions
for the (B,C): (arccos(k), arctan(j/i)) and (− arccos(k),− arctan(j/i)). But,
stationary points, at which k = 1, must be treated carefully because such points
provide an unlimited number of IKT solutions because if the C-axis is collinear
to the tool orientation, any C-axis coordinate satisfies a solution.

Postprocessed machined coordinates are a subject for further preparation.
Formatting modules apply syntax rules in order to generate a NC-code which
complies with the CNC control unit of a particular machine tool. A completed
NC-program consists of commands that execute movements of machine axes
and control technological issues such as feed, spindle speed, status of coolant
and others.

1.5 Research objectives and outline

The research work presented in this thesis aims the development of algorithms
for tool path planning and generation for multi-axis milling utilizing a flat-end
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Figure 1.30: Five-axis milling machine Maho600E

tool. This research focuses only on the flat-end shape. The use of a flat-end
cutter is justified by the already mentioned study [10] and the fact that existing
algorithms do not exploit all possible benefits.

The main objective of this work is to take the machine kinematics into account
during different tool path generation steps. Regardless its great influence
onto performance of machining, machine kinematics is often neglected by the
existing tool path generation algorithms. Therefore, in order to improve tool
path planning and generation routines, several methods incorporating machine
kinematics have been developed to facilitate tool path optimization, simulation,
and planning. This implementation allowed realistic modeling of machine axes
behavior and tool motion interpolation. Also, a newly developed material
removal simulation technique has been integrated into novel tool path planning
methods that dynamically adapts tool paths to ensure a scallop height below
a given value. This method interpolates tool motion in machine coordinates
considering CNC settings to foresee the actual shape of removed material. The
novelty of this algorithm is that it has to make decisions on the direction of a
tool path track based on the topology in the vicinity of a current position.

The central component of the work is a prototype software system that can
operate faceted, or triangulated, surfaces in order to facilitate tool path planing
and generation for five-axis milling operations. Although most commercial
systems use NURBS mathematics to store free-form surfaces, the choice of
the triangulated representation is made because of its growing acceptance
in the industry and straightforward description of geometry. In addition to
the geometrical kernel, different developed methods have been implemented
as subsystems of the software system. One of the major concerns was to
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create a software solution that is computationally efficient and suitable for
industrial applications. Therefore, a lot of effort has been put into development
of methods that can greatly reduce computing time. The core components of
the developed prototype CAM system are responsible for: generation of CC
patterns, optimization of the tool orientation, and computation of the shape
of removed material. in addition to the known cutting plane method, two new
adaptive tool path generation method have been developed and implemented.

Outline

This chapter has already provided a short glimpse of the basic concepts of
five-axis tool path generation. A more detailed explanation of the aspects and
issues related to the scope of the research has not been given because the parts
of current research are fairly diverse, and a composition of the “state-of-the-art”s
of these parts in a single chapter may confuse the reader. The following chapters
will provide necessary background information required to understand carried
out findings.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses basic concepts
of the triangulated STL representation of surfaces and developed algorithms
to improve computational performance in tasks required for multi-axis tool
path generation. Chapter 3 describes the development of optimization methods
tailored for the five-axis applications. Chapter 4 describes a new algorithm
for accurate computation of machining strip width taking machine kinematics
into account, and examines experimental results. Chapter 5 describes two
tool path planning methods that are based on integrated material removal
simulation. And, finally, chapter 6 lists main conclusions and a number of
prospective research topics that are envisioned to be perspective for commercial
implementation.



Chapter 2

Software design

Within this research, a prototype software system has been developed to
investigate and evaluate developed tool path generation algorithms. This
software system originates from Pierre Lefebvre’s research [19], which provided
a core of the used geometrical kernel (the central ellipse in figure 2.1). The final
version of the developed system includes a further extended geometrical kernel
supporting enriched representation of triangle attributes along with tool path
planning and generation modules invoking kernel functionality. The geometrical
kernel handles necessary geometry computations, such as intersections among
primitives and visualization of objects. Also, it validates and prepares input
geometry for further use by other software modules. The boxes in the top row
illustrated in figure 2.1 denote the developed methods and contain references to
the chapters in which those methods are explained.

2.1 STL based geometrical kernel

The raw input data of the software is STL formatted files, a format originating
from stereolithography CAD software created by 3D Systems. The STL data
format is supported by the majority of CAD systems due to format’s simplicity
and platform independency. Figure 2.2 illustrates an example of a triangulated
part1. The STL format is as a list of separate triangle descriptions. Each
triangle description consists of fields containing neutral information about the
components of the normal to a facet, another name for triangles, and coordinates
of the facet vertices. There are several ways to represent these data in the file,

1kindly provided by Pierre Lefebvre [20]

27
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of the developed prototype software

Figure 2.2: Example of a faceted part

but, in this work, input STL data are stored in ASCII format, plain text format
shown in figure 2.3, which is easy to debug.

Since STL files do not store extra topology information about a whole surface,
a loaded set of STL facets has to undergo a consistency check. It is checked
whether the facets form a consistent surface without gaps, facet overlaps, and
redundancy due to repeated facets. Additional relationships between facets and
vertices are established. Initially, each facet is represented as a separate object
consisting of three unique vertex objects. In a surface, facets share edges and
vertices. Therefore, neighbor facets can be pinned to each other to define a
surface object rather than a collection of independent facets. Since some facets
share the same vertices, coordinates of all vertices in the STL file are compared
among themselves, and duplicate copies are removed. This refining procedure
allows to reduce memory consumption and define relationship between facets
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solid
...
facet normal -0.193156 0.194086 0.961780

outer loop
vertex 38.33480000 7.92560000 -5.99450000
vertex 38.24490000 8.19540000 -6.06700000
vertex 38.05890000 7.98700000 -6.06230000

endloop
endfacet
...

endsolid

Figure 2.3: ASCII facet representation

and how they are linked via edges. Because each facet has its unique ID number
and can have either one or zero neighbor facet sharing one edge, it is possible
to find all neighbor facets of a particular facet and assign their ID numbers to
the corresponding edges of the particular facet. This preparatory procedure
simplifies and speeds up generation of the tool path tracks on surfaces.

The list of preparatory actions performed before the tool path generation
procedure is as follows:

1. Loading of an STL ASCII file and parsing it line by line. This creates
a list of objects connected by parent-child relationships. The top level
object denoting a whole STL surface is an STLModel object. It includes a
number of instances of STLFacet and STLVertex objects.

2. Refining the loaded model and reconstructing the STLModel instance.
As it was mentioned before, an STL file contains a bunch of triangles
which are deprived of any information about relationship among them.
Therefore, the STL kernel recognizes unique instances of STLVertex, and
reconstructs an entire STLModel implying all relevant relationships among
instances of STLFacet and STLVertex. Figure 2.4 shows the hierarchy of
the classes. It shows that an instance of STLFacet refers to three instances
of STLVertex denoting facet corners, and the instance of STLFacet may
be connected to up to three neighbor instances of STLFacet via its edges.

3. Managing persistence of the instance of STLModel. It may happen that
some of the facets have no neighbor facets. The STL kernel separates
these so-called orphan facets and message an error alarm to the software
log system.
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Figure 2.4: Fundamental STL kernel classes

CC points

Feed

Figure 2.5: Tool path track (CC path) generation

4. Caching the created geometry. To avoid unnecessary construction of the
STLModel instance every time a model loaded, the STL kernel saves the
processed geometry to a file which can be loaded immediately without
parsing and reconstructing the STL ASCII file.

In the system earlier developed for this work, a cutting plane based approach,
similar to [13], is used to generate CC points. A CC path is computed as
an intersection between a cutting plane and a list of facets, and it consists of
linear segments, each representing an intersection between the plane and a facet.
Finding intersections between the cutting plane and facets is done iteratively.
Instead of computing over all possible plane-triangle intersections, the algorithm
avoids expensive iterations by employing a sequential procedure which retrieves
only facets that are intersected by the cutting plane. This procedure starts
from finding intersection between a cutting plane an initial facet, a facet from
which a CC path begins. From the intersected edges, it is possible to find to
which facet a CC path goes. Then, the successive facet is processed to find a
new next facet until the end of the surface is reached, as shown in figure 2.5.

Quick retrieval of the next facet when the intersection between a cutting plane
and a current facet completed is based on the use of the cutpattern concept.
A cutpattern is an identifier, an array of three values (each value is one of
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1 2 3 4 5

Figure 2.6: Five types of cutpatterns

{−1, 0,+1}), which characterizes a relative position of a facet with respect to
the cutting plane. Values of the cutpattern array shows where facet’s vertices
are located. The sign in front of −1 and +1 denotes whether a vertex is located
at the left side of the cutting plane or the right side (the right side is in the
direction of the cutting plane normal, the left side is in the opposite direction).
If a vertex geometrically belongs to the cutting plane, the value of 0 is assigned.
In total, there are six different cutpattern cases, but the special case [0, 0, 0],
when all vertices belong to the cutting plane, is not considered because it
does not yield a cutting situation. Figure 2.6 shows different cutpattern cases
enumerated according to [19]:

1. There is no intersection. All vertices are located at the same side of the
cutting plane. Possible cutpatterns are [−1,−1,−1] and [1, 1, 1].

2. Two edges are intersected by the cutting plane. One vertex is in the
other side than the other vertices. Possible cutpatterns are [1,−1,−1],
[−1, 1,−1], [−1,−1, 1], [−1, 1, 1], [1,−1, 1], and [1, 1,−1].

3. One vertex coincides with the cutting plane, and there is no edge
intersection. Possible cutpatterns are [0, 1, 1], [1, 0, 1], [1, 1, 0], [0,−1,−1],
[−1, 0,−1], and [−1,−1, 0].

4. One vertex coincides with the cutting plane, and one edge is intersected
by the cutting. Possible cutpatterns are [0,−1, 1], [−1, 0, 1], [−1, 1, 0],
[0, 1,−1], [1, 0,−1], and [1,−1, 0].

5. Two vertices coincide with the cutting plane. Possible cutpatterns are
[0, 0, 1], [0, 1, 0], [1, 0, 0], [0, 0,−1], [0,−1, 0], and [−1, 0, 0].

If an initial facet is assumed to be known, its cutpattern can be computed,
and it falls under one of the five described cases. Let the dashed line triangles
shown in figure 2.7 denote initial facets, and the solid line triangles denote
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(b) Vertex junction

Figure 2.7: Possible facet junctions with different cutpatterns

next triangles. Then, there exist eight possible combinations of how facets with
different cutpatterns can be connected (cutpattern cases 1 and 3 are omitted
because these cases do not generate intersections between facets and cutting
planes). These eight combinations can be formed into two groups which are
characterized by a position of the end point of the intersection line: either on an
edge or a vertex. If an initial facet from the edge junction group is encountered
(figure 2.7(a)), the next facet is a facet connected through the edge at which
the end point of the intersection line is placed. In a case of the vertex junction
(figure 2.7(b)), all facets that share the end vertex are analyzed.

Finding of an initial facet is an important issue for improving computational
efficiency. Instead of iterating through all facets, separation of boundary facets
from inner facets dramatically improves tool path generation. Depending on a
tool path generation scenario, the initial facet is either given or selected through
an iterative search only among boundary facets, as shown in a different color in
figure 2.8(a). An example of one tool path track is shown in figure 2.8(b).

In addition to supporting boundary facets, the geometrical kernel has been
extended to distinguish different types of facet and vertex attributes, if necessary.
Figure 2.9 shows a surface with facets marked with different colors depending
on the status of the facets. The developed tool path planning module may
consider whether some area regions are still unmachined and how to adjust tool
path tracks so that those regions can be eliminated.

One of the major drawbacks inherent from the use of the cutting plane method
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(a) Boundary facets (b) A cutting plane and a tool path
track

Figure 2.8: Tool path generation on a faceted surface

Figure 2.9: Type of facets

is that a tool path track can be very uneven near the surface regions which have
almost the same slope as the cutting plane. But this problem can be resolved by
rotating a cutting plane. Chapter 5 describes a developed tool path generation
algorithm that is based on cutting planes which are adjusted to the surface
norm.

2.2 Tool posture module

Five-axis tool paths contain more information than three axis tool paths
do. In addition to linear coordinates (x, y, z), tool orientation must be
computed. Due to the risk of tool-surface interference, determination of a
gouge- and collision-free tool orientation is a very important and unavoidable
issue in tool path generation. For this purpose, a dedicated object model
DynamicInclinationFlatEndMill has been developed and implemented (in
addition to the geometrical kernel) to efficiently process triangulated geometry.
Computation efficiency has been improved by development of a procedure for
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quick pre-selection of the only facets that can interfere with the tool. The object
methods operate with inclination angles to define tool orientation. The object
DynamicInclinationFlatEndMill includes methods to compute gouge-free
orientations with minimum inclination angle and collision-free orientation with
maximum inclination angle. It also provides means to calculate and visualize
posture components, such as LCSes, tool orientation vectors, cutting strips,
flat-end tools, and other geometrical objects.

The initialization of a DynamicInclinationFlatEndMill instance requires at
least three parameters: tool diameter, its LCS, and a triangle in which the LCS
origin is located. The minimal set of parameters provides sufficient means to
compute minimum and maximum allowable inclination angles. These angles are
important because they presumably define bottom and top bounds of a feasible
inclination range. Obviously, surface geometry restrains the extend to which a
tool posture can change its orientation, and, therefore, surface facets must be
taken into account to estimate a feasible range of inclination angles. A naive
approach to compute tool-surface interferences is to analyze intersection between
a tool and every facet, but, since computation time is directly proportional to
the number of processed facets, this approach is the least optimal. It can be
improved by preselecting only facets that may incur intersection with a tool.
Volume segmentation is a common approach for the fast preselection of facets.
Figure 2.10(a) shows a surface model and a number of boxes that divide the
space into equal portions. According to this method, if interference between
the tool bottom and the surface is checked, facets in the boxes that are in the
vicinity of the tool bottom must be taken into account.

Although volume segmentation is efficient in many application, the use of boxes
frequently leads to excessive selection of facets that may collide with the tool
because if even one facet from a box must be selected, all facets inside the
box must be selected as well. Redundant facet selection can be reduced by
decreasing box size but this causes a cubic increase in the number of boxes.
In order to eliminate iterations through abundant facets, a bounding sphere
concept has been developed. A bounding sphere is a sphere that contains all
the vertices that may penetrate a tool bottom (if an inclination angle is varied
in a certain range). It is used to effectively control selection of the facets that
may interfere with the tool. Figure 2.10(b) illustrates a difference in surface
areas yielded by the volume segmentation and bounding sphere approaches.

The center point of the bounding sphere is located in the plane in which tool
orientation varies (Normal-Feed plane of a LCS), as shown in figure 2.11. The
radius and position is chosen so that the sphere circumscribes tool bottoms of
two tool postures: 0◦ and maximum allowed inclination angles (either set by a
CAM programmer or set by default to 90◦). The radius of a bounding sphere is
given in Equation (2.1).
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(a) Volume segmentation (b) Areas attributed to the boxes and
a sphere

Figure 2.10: Bounding sphere and volume segmentation methods

Figure 2.11: Position and radius of the bounding sphere

R = Dtool

2 cos(ϕmax/2) (2.1)

A bounding sphere is useful only when it is exploited together with the facet
neighbor retrieval system. Instead of iterating over all facets, selection of bound
facets starts from an initial facet at a given CC point. Next step returns all facets
that surround the initial facet by sharing vertices and add these surrounding
facets to the selection. Selected facets create an area and that can be imagined
as a spot surrounding the initial facets. Next iteration, the facets from the spot
return a next spot which in turn is again added to the selection. However, the
selected area is restricted from growing outside the bounding sphere because
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Figure 2.12: Steps of selecting facets inside a sphere

facets without any vertex inside the sphere are excluded from the selected area.
The growth stops when there is no new facets added. Figure 2.12 illustrates an
example of subsequent steps of selected area proliferation.

Although the use of the bounding sphere concept yields fairly good results,
there is still room for improvements. It is possible to select only facets that can
actually be penetrated by the tool bottom of a flat-end mill. Since screw angle
is equal to 0◦, the locus of the tool bottom is a torus where the tool bottom
circle is revolved about the F ×N axis. Combining a bounding sphere and a
bounding torus guarantees fast preselection of the facets and further refinement
of the preselection by filtering into only facets that can be potentially intersected
by the tool bottom. As depicted in figures 2.13(a) and 2.13(b), the bounding
sphere contains a selected area which is a subject for the additional refinement
step shown in figures 2.13(c) and 2.13(d).

The list of selected facets is used to calculate a minimum gouge-free inclination
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(a) Bounding sphere (b) Facets inside the bounding sphere

(c) Bounding torus (d) Facets inside the bounding geome-
tries

Figure 2.13: Facet selection for gouging avoidance

angle. A minimum allowed inclination angle is the smallest inclination angle
which does not result into interference between a tool bottom and a surface.
It can be found with several approaches by computing tool-facet interferences,
tool-vertex alignments, and tool-facet edges interferences as described in [13].

On the one hand, the definition of a minimum inclination angle is clear and logic,
but, on the other hand, sometimes interference is unavoidable for triangulated
surfaces. Figure 2.14 shows gouging at a CC point is irreparable by varying the
inclination angle due to the discrete representation of the surface. Therefore,
in this work, local gouge-free condition allows penetration if the penetration
depth does not exceed machining tolerance. Defining of machining tolerance
and the quality of the surface triangulation are both important for the shape
of machined surface and should be set by a CAM programmer. There must
be a balance between two of them; more tight tolerance requires use of a finer
surface mesh. Thus, implementation of a threshold for the penetration depth
led to choosing of the tool-vertex algorithm (penetrations of vertices into a tool
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Figure 2.14: Faceted model gouging at a CC point

(a) Collision slices (b) Collision strip

Figure 2.15: Collision avoidance between a surface and a tool flank

are checked) because this approach is believed to be the most suitable.

A maximum inclination angle is an inclination angle which is limited by either a
value given by a CAM programmer or occurrence of a collision between the tool
flank and a surface. Two methods have been implemented to relief computation
load. The first method generates a set of tracks on the surface by intersecting it
with planes parallel to the F−N plane, as shown in figure 2.15(a). The resulting
piecewise lines limit the maximum inclination angle. Although this method
satisfies its purpose to quickly estimate the maximum inclination angle, tool
postures attributed to the results of the method may endanger real machining
because the estimate of the maximum inclination angle is almost always bigger
than the real maximal inclination angle due to considering only profiles of
several slices while some surface peaks may be overlooked. The second method
examines all facets that may limit the maximum inclination angle. The selection
of the facets is based on the same principles as selection for minimal inclination
angle. Contrary to a sphere and a torus, a rectangular cuboid shape is used to
limit the growth of the selected area. It results into a triangulated strip shown
in figure 2.15(b).
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Figure 2.16: Screen shot of the GUI module

2.3 GUI module

The GUI2 is a computer user interface to visualize results and interact with a
user. The JAVA JFC/Swing library was used to program window elements. For
3D visualization, compiled libraries of the open source free toolkit VTK3 were
used. Figure 2.16 shows a screen shot of one of the GUI windows that allows
to control tool path generation parameters and evaluate obtained results. It is
possible to pick various tool path generation strategies such as zig, zig-zag, and
other. The user interface elements also allow defining input parameters such
as a tool diameter, tool inclination strategy, and scallop height. These input
arguments are used by the developed software to visually inspect machining
progress after each tool path generation step through the integrated material
removal simulation.

2Graphical User Interface
3www.vtk.org

www.vtk.org
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2.4 Conclusions

This chapter provides explanation of the architecture of the developed prototype
software system. Along with the architecture, developed data models and
computation methods are described to give an insight into the STL geometrical
kernel with the newly developed methods.

The triangular STL based mesh representation is the most straightforward
surface representation. Although it does represent free-form surfaces with a
bunch of flat triangles, this representation is very convenient for tool path
generation because of simplicity of computation. Besides the simplicity of
computation, mesh representation allows generation of meshes with given
tolerances if a surface model is given. Moreover, in five-axis tool path generation,
curved geometry primitives are often redundant because linear segments are
usually used.

Processing of raw STL mesh can be inefficient during surface reconstruction
procedures because raw STL formats are redundant and do not possess data
model which is capable to grant information about relationships between
neighbor facets. In order to eliminate this disadvantage, firstly, a loaded STL
mesh undergoes refinement by merging duplicated vertices, and, secondly, each
facet is endowed with information about its neighbor facets. This relationship
enables implementation of efficient techniques to select facets for improved
performance. These two features have already been implemented in the core of
the geometrical kernel that has been used in this research. This relationship has
been used in a new facet pre-selection procedure that can dramatically reduce
the number of processed facets for gouging and collision avoidance. Also, the
geometrical kernel was further extended to distinct different machining statuses
of geometry (machined/un-machined). This extended functionality is invoked
in the material removal simulation, tool path generation, and optimization
methods, which are described in next chapters.



Chapter 3

Development of new
approaches in tool path
optimization

3.1 State-of-the-art

Tool path optimization is an important issue because it may result in shorter
machining time and better surface quality that drive production costs down.
Recent growing interest in machining of sculptured surfaces has heightened
the need for suitable optimization techniques. Although there are plenty of
optimization approaches for three axis milling, they can hardly be applied or
even adapted for optimizing five-axis tool paths. Due to the nature of serial
three axis milling machines, trajectories of the tool tip are directly mapped
into machine axes movements. This is not a case for five-axis milling. Five-axis
optimization algorithms must deal with not only machine specific issues such as
machine kinematics and dynamics, but also tool path generation issues such
as cutter accessibility and collision avoidance. Challenging these issues has
attracted many researchers.

Earliest mentions about optimization of five-axis tool paths refer to papers
published at least more that two decades ago. One of Marciniak’s papers, [21]
published in 1987, started a series of papers from different authors [22, 23, 24]
about machined strip width maximization based on an idea of positioning a
tool so that its bottom matches surface curvature. In addition to the selection

41
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Figure 3.1: Classification of tool path optimization algorithms for five-axis
milling

of the proper tool orientation, this method was used to find the optimal choice
for the feed direction [25]. Although this method allows quick computation of a
gouge-free posture and an efficient use of larger cutters, it can not be applied for
the case in which the curvature variation along the feed direction is significant
because there is a risk that the tool bottom may gouge the surface. This
limitation was resolved in [26] by investigating the exact surface in the vicinity
of a CC point and lifting a tool to a position where gouging does not occur. A
solution for global tool interference avoidance in five-axis sculptured surface
machining was proposed in [27]. The approach has been split into two phases.
Firstly, tool position feasibility is checked with a convex hull of control meshes
derived from the design surface. Secondly, if an initial checking procedure fails,
the second detailed check is activated. It calculates a depth of tool penetration
into a surface and corrects tool orientation in reverse direction.

Nowadays, tool path optimization methods also refer to the optimization
methods that are based on optimization of tool orientation at single postures, like
optimization of tool inclination. In this work, it is suggested that an optimization
method is called a tool path optimization method if and only if its cost function
includes parameters of more than one posture. Therefore, optimization of tool
orientation independently at each posture is suggested to be named a tool
orientation strategy. Depending on their aims, a tool orientation strategies can
have various descriptions (minimum gouge-free inclination, constant inclination,
maximum cutting strip width orientation, etc). This “strategy” convention may
resolve inconsistency, ambiguity, and a naming conflict between optimization
methods that optimize tool paths per posture or as a whole. Tool path
optimization methods can be classified depending on which arguments are
varied. Figure 3.1 shows a 2 × 2 matrix: tool orientation and CC paths are
its dimensions, which form possible types of optimization. The unnamed type,
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shown in gray, refers to postgeneration optimization methods that are performed
on already generated tool paths to plan how they will be executed on a machine:

1. Methods varying tool orientation. Optimization of tool orientation
has a long history. It evolved from single posture optimization when
researchers observed that irregular and abrupt changes in tool orientation
between two neighbor postures may cause unforeseen overcuts and
undercuts. Therefore, many researches shifted attention to developing
smoothing techniques that had to deal with a series of postures. According
to [28], the concept of C-Space, which is usually used for robot motion
planning, is an appropriate method for minimizing variation of tool
orientation. This concept has been further improved in [29] by adding
an extra constraint for smoothing. The algorithm takes into account
angular change between neighbor postures and avoids abrupt changes.
In [30], a quaternion interpolation was employed for both tool orientation
smoothing and cutting error improvement. A tool path generation
algorithm implementing tool lifting and inclination angle control resulting
in gouge-free tool path without sudden changes in the tool orientation was
proposed in [31, 32]. Smoothness maps, a concept containing data about
how tool orientation changes in different feed directions, were shown to
lead to better surface quality [33]. A smoothing algorithm employing
visibility maps and a predefined angular velocity limit was presented
in [34]. This approach generates tool paths with smooth avoidance of
collision obstacles. In addition, there is also a smoothing approach using
an evolutionary algorithm [35].
So far, most of the published works present methods to minimize and
smooth tool axis rotations. However, it has been pioneered in [36]
that the same tool path may be executed with different performance
on different milling machines because of different machine kinematics
leading to different non-Euclidean IKTs. Accordingly, it has been found
in [37] that the optimization of the machine axes is more efficient than
optimization of tool orientations in the Euclidean workpiece space. In
order to carry out calculations in machine coordinates, the Domain of
Admissible Orientation (DAO) has been presented for mapping possible
tool orientations into the machine rotary space. By applying a DAO
concept, the tool orientation at a CC point is constrained by defined
ranges of tilt and lead angles, as shown in figure 3.2(a). Figure 3.2(b)
shows DAOs, the rectangular bases of the upside-down pyramids, at each
CC point of the generated CC path. Then, each DAO is transformed from
the WCS (P-system) to a coordinate system with the axes referring to
angular positions of machine rotary axes (M-system), as shown in figure 3.3.
In the given example, IKT transformation yields two solutions denoted
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(a) DAO constrains lead and
tilt angles at a CC point [37]

(b) DAOs at CC points of the path [37]

Figure 3.2: Generating a set of DAOs

by two separate areas. But, since a gradient-based optimization method
is used, the optimization procedure uses only convex polygons inscribed
into one IKT subspace solution (the quadrilateral inside the IKT Solution
1 ). Eventually, machine rotary axes movements are optimized to find a
sequence of tool postures that minimizes various objectives incorporating
rotary movements. Figure 3.4 illustrates a number of transformed DAOs
stacked along the vertical axis S denoting tool path length. The optimal
solution is a smooth line winding through the DAOs.
One of the first attempts to optimize the performance itself was presented
in [38]. The optimization of the tool axis orientations was executed for one
path track by using a machining surface concept. A machining surface
represents three surfaces: a design surface SD, a guiding surface SG, and
an orientation surface SO, shown in figure 3.5. The guiding surface SG is
an offset surface from the design surface SD at the distance of the tool
fillet radius, and it ensures that a tool touches the design surface SD

while the point K (a center point of the corner rounding) is sliding across
SG. The orientation surface SO is a locus of the CL point of the tool;
SO defines the trajectory in the parametric space. For a given tool path
track on a design surface, the optimal shape of SO is one that provides
minimum machining time, while respecting geometrical and kinematical
constraints. Machining time is estimated based on a model using feed,
acceleration, and jerk profiles. This non-linear optimization problem was
solved by using a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method. Its
disadvantage is that it requires several runs with different initial guesses,
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Figure 3.3: DAO transformation from WCS to the machine rotary space [37]

Figure 3.4: Optimal path through transformed DAOs [37]

and the final result depends on how “lucky” those initial guesses were.

2. Methods varying CC paths.
For predefined tool orientation strategies, several methods to generate
optimal CC paths have been developed. In contrast to the methods varying
tool orientation, methods varying CC paths do not directly minimize a
measure of their subject (rotation of a tool, length of a tool path, etc).
The optimal, or better to say quasi-optimal, CC paths are obtained by
following a CC path generation procedure that is likely not minimizing
the length of the tool path. Usually, CC path optimization methods yield
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Figure 3.5: Definition of the Machining Surface [38]

tool paths that satisfy certain criteria like not exceeding a maximum cusp
height.
According to [19], these methods can be arranged into three categories:

• Methods of the first category deform a default cutter trajectory
pattern to meet methods’ objectives such as constant cusp height. For
instance, the non-isoparametric (iso-scallop) machining strip based
method, aforementioned in chapter 1.4.2, generates more efficient
tool paths. In contrast to the iso-parametric tool path shown in
figure 1.26(a), the iso-scallop tool path curves, shown in figure 1.26(b)
are shorter by 20% because of the fewer number of curves leading to
elimination of the redundant overlaps between machining strips of
adjacent paths.

• Methods of the second category include methods which search a
preferred feed direction based on either principal curvature of the
surface [25, 39] or surface normal [16].

• Methods of the third category combine both searching a preferred
feed direction and calculating machining strip width. For instance,
the machining potential field approach [14]. It works as follows.
First, a rectangular grid is created on a machined surface, as shown
in figure 3.6. And, at each grid cell, machining strip widths are
estimated for different feed directions at sampled points. Figure 3.6
depicts the estimates of the machining strip widths as lines inside
the ellipses, which represent machining potential fields (MPPs). The
length of a random diameter of an MMP is an estimate of machine
strip width in the direction perpendicular to the diameter. For any
tool path, MPPs along the tool path are interpolated from neighbor
MPPs at sampling points. Second, several random tool paths are
generated. These random tool paths are called potential tool paths
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Figure 3.6: Machining potential field (MPP) and a potential tool path (PTP) [14]

Figure 3.7: Potential tool paths (PTPs) for searching the initial tool path
(ITP) [14]

(PTPs), as shown in figure 3.7. The most efficient PTP is chosen
as an initial tool path (ITP). In order to minimize the influence of
potentially inefficient initial guesses, an ITP is selected from several
PTPs because PTPs may vary significantly due to their random
nature. Third, the first ITP identified (ITP_1 in 3.8), the successive
tool paths are adjoined from the left and right until the efficiency
index of a successive track drops below an efficiency threshold value.
The ITP_1 and its adjacent tool paths denote the machined patch
Area1. Finally, PTP and ITP generation repeats for the remaining
un-machined regions (Area2 and Area3).
Another method from the third category is an iso-conic surface
partitioning method described in [17]. This method deals with
equi-space contour lines, lines on a surface that are attributed to
a small and smooth variation in machine rotary axes as if a tool
moves along these lines. Figure 3.9(a) illustrates a set of equi-
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Figure 3.8: Iterative algorithm for space filling [14]

(a) Equi-space contour lines in u − v
domain

(b) tool path

Figure 3.9: Generation of a tool path with defined scallop height following
equi-space lines [17]

space lines on a surface. These lines can be used as guidelines for
the tool paths. A distance between neighbor paths are chosen to
guarantee scallop height not exceeding a maximum threshold value.
Figure 3.9(b) depicts an actual tool path. A machine tool executing
such a tool path is expected to perform marginal rotary movements.
This approach can be very efficient if the dexterity of rotary axes are
lagging behind translation axes, which is a case for the large machine
tools with big moving masses.

3. Methods varying both tool orientation and CC paths.
Optimized feed direction and tool orientation indisputably affects
performance, but the greatest improvement can be achieved by concurrent
optimization of CC paths and tool orientation. There exist already
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Figure 3.10: Gridded surface patch [40]

(a) Optimized lead and tilt angles (b) Optimized lead angle

Figure 3.11: Machined geometry of a tool path following the optimal feed
direction [40]

a method [40] that simultaneously optimizes feed direction and tool
orientation. The objective of this method is to maximize machining strip
width. It works as follows. First, a grid of available CC points is generated
on a surface. Figure 3.10 shows a surface patch represented by a grid
10× 10. Then the machining strip width is maximized at each CC point
by considering optimal feed direction and tool orientation. Optimization
is done by employing a SIMPLEX method. Figure 3.11 illustrates
the simulation of the machining strip width for two cases with different
optimization settings.

4. Postgeneration methods.
Postgeneration optimization is performed during postprocessing and,
therefore, does not influence the tool path generation. These methods
methods do not aim changing a generated tool path. Their purpose is to
optimize the execution of tool paths on machine tools. These methods
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include CC points discretization methods, NC feed profiling, trajectory
planning, and other techniques.
Traditional tool path generation approaches generate tool paths such that
distribution of CC points is not optimized. On the one hand, an excessive
number of CC points lead to underperformance because the CNC control
is typically not able to operate too many points at high feed because very
short segments jeopardize motion planning forcing the CNC to reduce the
actual feed. On the other hand, an insufficient number of CC points are
likely to result in machining errors due to chordal deviation. There are
methods that can analyze and reposition CC points along tool paths [41].
Sometimes machining results in the surfaces with marks because NC
programs require acceleration and jerks exceeding machine tool capabilities.
In order to isolate the sources of the marks and fully utilize machine
dexterity, feed profiling methods evaluate velocity, acceleration, and jerk
profiles for each axis to smooth motion discontinuities [42].
Machine kinematics may also be a critical source of machining errors and
extensive motions. Since IKT may yield multiple mathematical solutions
for machine axes positions, the proper choice of an IKT solution becomes
a crucial issue. In the algorithm [43], optimization of machine rotations
is done through finding an IKT solution that minimizes kinematics
errors reproduced on the machined surface. In addition to minimizing
the kinematics errors, optimization of machine table rotations may be
performed by sequencing through possible IKT solutions [44].

Obviously, these recent developments in tool path optimization have a
considerable potential. However, none of these studies has addressed
development of a robust and computationally efficient method. Despite the fact
that machining time is a non-smooth function, the optimization objectives have
been assumed continuously differentiable in order to use gradient optimization
methods. The following implication is that the cost functions of these algorithms
do not realistically estimate machine tool motions.

The aim of this work is to provide a robust optimization technique suitable for
industrial applications. The targets have been a low computation load, support
of non-smooth cost functions, and modeling of the machine kinematics and
CNC controller behavior. Developed optimization methods are only performed
for the rotary axes as these axes are most often discovered as a bottleneck in
the kinematic chain. This situation can be easily observed on heavy machines,
especially when a machine executes large table/head rotations while performing
short linear movements. Nevertheless, the developed optimization methods can
be extended to support more axes.
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Within this research, two optimization approaches have been developed. The
first approach is a graph-based algorithm (Type 1) minimizing machine rotations,
which may limit performance of five-axis milling machines. The second approach
is an algorithm using dynamic programming principles (Type 1) to minimize
machining time. Both approaches generate gouge and collision free tool paths
by varying the inclination angle. In contrast to gradient based tool path
optimization, the developed optimization methods support meaningful cost
functions that incorporate machine kinematics and are able to optimize entire
tool paths. The proposed algorithms, with some amendments, can be used
together with visibility and accessibility maps enabling implementation of
variable screw angle.

3.2 Admissible arc concept

In five-axis machining, tool orientation is mostly described by two angles
(lead/tilt or inclination/screw). In this work, a tool orientation vector is
assumed to vary in a plane defined by feed direction and surface norm, i.e. lead
angle and inclination angle are coinciding, and tilt and screw angles are equal to
zero. The term inclination angle will be used further to denote tool orientation.

Since inclination angle is the only variable parameter of tool orientation, a tool
at a CC point has one degree of freedom. If there is no restriction on tool
inclination, a feasible domain is a [−π..+ π]. But, since there is a possibility of
interference between a tool and a surface at certain inclination angles, these
inclination angles must be excluded from the feasible domain. A feasible
inclination domain allows to create admissible domain that denotes admissible
tool postures, tool postures not penetrating into a surface.

If the inclination angle is the only variable, the admissible domain can be
visualized as an arc, called an admissible arc, lying between vectors attributed
to minimal and maximal inclination angles. Figure 3.12 depicts an example
of the admissible arc. A minimal inclination angle is the minimal allowable
inclination angle at which a tool penetrates into a surface not deeper than a
threshold value. A maximal inclination angle is the inclination angle at which
a front side of a tool flank touches a part surface. Additionally, if a large
inclination angle may cause intensive tool wear or inappropriate surface quality
because of improper cutting conditions, the maximal inclination angle can be
limited by a CAM programmer.
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Figure 3.12: Admissible tool orientations represented as an arc at an arbitrary
contact point

(a) Admissible arc in WCS

x

y

z

λ θ

τmin

τmax

(b) Admissible arc parameters

Figure 3.13: Definition of a admissible arc

3.2.1 Parametrization of admissible arcs

A range of feasible inclination angles is not the only sufficient parameter to define
an admissible arc. Admissible arcs with the same feasible range may however
differ in their spatial arrangement. Therefore, in addition to the parametric
coordinate τ defining an admissible arc as a function of one variable, parameters
λ and θ defining the arc’s great circle position in 3D space must be used.
Figure 3.13(a) shows an example of a admissible arc, while figure 3.13(b) shows
implication of arc parameters. Components of an arbitrary tool orientation
vector belonging to the feasible range are given in Equation (3.1).

i(τ) = cos τ cosλ cos θ − sin τ sin θ
j(τ) = cos τ cosλ sin θ + sin τ cos θ
k(τ) = − cos τ sinλ

(3.1)
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(a) 3D rendered view

45◦

B

C

(b) Side view on a machine
table

Figure 3.14: DMG 70− 5 machine

3.2.2 Postprocessing of admissible arcs

In this research, a five-axis milling machine DMG Ultrasonic 70− 5 was used.
Figure 3.14(a) shows a model of the machine. This machine possesses two
distinct features. First, it has non-orthogonal rotary axes (B axis) with one
rotary axis bisecting the XZ plane, as illustrated in figure 3.14(b). The angle
range of the B axis is [0 ◦, 180 ◦], and the angle range of the C axis is (−∞,∞).
Second, the machine is equipped with a Heidenhain iTNC530 CNC controller
which supports TCPM functionality. The IKT for the DMG 70− 5 is similar
to the IKT proposed in [45] but it supports the M128 function that provides
TCPM functionality. This function ensures that the trajectory of the tool tip
remains linear regardless changes of the tool orientation. This functionality
is provided by automatic adjustment of the translation axes. Hence, the IKT
module needs to retrieve and transfer only data related to the tool orientation.

Because the controller compensates linear offsets, an arbitrary admissible tool
orientation vector (i(τ), j(τ), k(τ)) given in Equation (3.1) is defined by only a
pair of (B,C) coordinates. A second IKT solution does not exist because the B
axis can move only a half-way [0 ◦, 180 ◦] range. C axis values can be found from
Equation (3.2). The inverse solution for the B axis is given in Equation (3.3).
The B axis position depends only on k.

C = arctan 2
[
−(k − 1)i+

√
2k − 2k2j,

√
2k − 2k2i+ (k − 1)j

]
(3.2)

B = − arctan 2
[
−2
√
k − k2, 2k − 1

]
(3.3)
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3.3 Graph-based optimization

Since there is a degree of freedom for tool orientation at each CC point, it
should be possible to find a sequence of tool inclinations that minimizes an
objective function. A dedicated graph-based optimization methods has been
developed (type 1, figure 3.1).

The aim of the developed graph-based optimization method is to adjust tool
inclination at every cutter contact point in order to minimize the amount of
machine rotations along one tool path track. If admissible arcs at each CC point
are defined by their feasible ranges [τmin...τmax], and spatial orientation (λ’s and
θ’s), then the optimal solution can be found by adjusting τs at each CC point.
The cost function can represent the actual machine motion in the machine
rotary space so that the tool total amount of axes rotations will be minimized.
Defining the distance criterion in the rotary space is also an important issue.
In the machine rotary space, a distance between the mth posture and the
(m+ 1)th posture is chosen to be the maximal of absolute values of B and C
axes displacements between two postures, as given in Equation (3.4).

distm = max [∆Bm,∆Cm] , (3.4)

where

∆Bm = |Bm+1 −Bm| (3.5)

∆Cm =
{
|Cm+1 − Cm|, if |Cm+1 − Cm| ≤ π
2π − |Cm+1 − Cm|, if |Cm+1 − Cm| > π

(3.6)

The distance function dist looks similar to a Chebyshev distance. However,
because of the periodic nature of the C axis and machine behavior, an extra
condition is applied. If the difference between two consequent C coordinates
exceeds 180◦, then the angle in reverse direction is less than 180◦; and the
machine executes the shortest (reverse) traverse. A case of undesired execution
of the longest traverse can be resolved by splitting angle into arcs smaller than
180◦. The reason for selection of largest rotation given in Equation (3.6) is
that the machine synchronizes its motion to the largest rotation. In case of
disparity in axes performance, congruent weight coefficients might be applied
to scale the distance functions given in Equations (3.5) and (3.6). Hence, the
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Figure 3.15: Discrete tool positions

objective function can be formulated as follows: to obtain the minimal sum of
dist throughout the sequence of admissible arcs (Equation (3.7)).

min
m

{ n−1∑
m=1

distm|τm ∈ [τmmin, τmmax], τm+1 ∈ [τm+1min, τm+1max]
}

(3.7)

3.3.1 Graph-based optimization algorithm

The objective function given in Equation (3.7) is a non-smooth function which
cannot be minimized by convex and gradient optimization methods. Although
there exist several non-gradient methods, these methods are not suitable for
industrial applications because of extensive computations required even for
a small number of tool postures; whereas industry requires fast calculation
algorithms for tool paths often consisting of thousands of segments. Hence, a
new approach to solve such a problem with acceptable time is required, even
if calculation precision would be lessened. Apparently, for industrial use, a
time–accuracy trade-off is acceptable.

In order to improve computation efficiency, a graph-based optimization method
has been developed. The optimization problem has been converted from a
continuous problem into a discrete problem. Instead of continuously varying
tool inclination, the developed method searches a near to optimal solution
through a limited number of inclination angles. Figure 3.15 shows bullets on
the arcs as an example of these discrete positions. All possible combinations of
the tool motion via these discrete positions can be organized in a graph with
nodes representing these positions and edges representing distances between
every pair of connected nodes.
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Figure 3.16: Creation of a graph from sampled admissible arcs

The graph comprises nodes, where each node represents a tool posture with
a specified inclination angle (e.g. 1 degree sampling of admissible arcs), and
directed edges that connect nodes of neighbor postures. This means that each
admissible arc corresponds to a set of nodes that can be depicted as a column
or row. In figure 3.16, each column of nodes in the graph is related to one tool
contact point (e.g. the first column of nodes is related to the first tool contact
point, etc,..). A node object inherits values of machine axes values (rotary axes)
associated to the particular tool orientation at the node. The weight of the
directed edges are attributed to a performance distance dist which may model
the required time to perform the move from one node to a next node. Two
extra nodes (virtual source and sink nodes, with edges which do not influence a
cost function) are also added to the beginning and the end of the graph.

The shortest path in the graph is now found by applying the Dijkstra
algorithm [46]. The procedure starts with the first node (starting node), which
gets a value of zero. The nodes in the next column get a value which is related to
the value in the previous nodes increased by the distance between the nodes. For
example, the value of the node (B,C)22 is calculated as the minimum of 4 values
[((B,C)11 + d11−22); ((BC)12 + d12−22); ((BC)13 + d13−22); ((BC)14 + d14−22)].
The values of the nodes in the next column are calculated in the same way.
Figure 3.17 explains the procedure using some arbitrary values for distances
between nodes. The node in the last column, having the lowest value, will define
the optimal tool path by a simple back tracking.

Since the initial sampling might be relatively rough, the value of the cost
function attributed to the shortest path in the graph would be “far” from
optimal. The first shortest path is used as an initial guess for the following
iterations. Every next iteration, smaller parts of the admissible arcs in the
vicinity of the previous shortest path are considered for the construction of the
next refined graph. A sampling rate of the nodes on the arcs is refined as well.
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Figure 3.17: Finding the shortest path in a graph

Figure 3.18: A flowchart of the graph-based algorithm

Therefore, the complete optimization algorithm consists of several steps:
constructing a graph, searching a shortest path in the graph, refining data, and
repeating the steps until a stop criteria is reached, as shown in figure 3.18. The
stop criteria can be either reaching a specified limit of the number of iterations
or a convergence threshold of the objective function.

There are three strategies to control smoothness of the optimal tool paths by
assigning weights to graph edges:
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(a) Dead-end (b) Large distance between
admissible arcs

Figure 3.19: Dead-end scenarios

1. Direct assigning (EdgeWeight = dist). This strategy implies straight-
forward weighting of edges with the distance given in Equation (3.4).
There are no additional rules applied to control tool orientation.

2. Limiting angle change between two postures. This strategy exploits
direct assignment (EdgeWeight = dist) combined with avoiding large
swinging tool motion. This strategy has been implemented because abrupt
changes of tool orientation may damage machined surface integrity. It will
be shown by experimental results, described in chapter 3.3.2, that surface
quality can be efficiently improved by controlling a maximal allowed angle
change of tool orientation vectors between two connected nodes. If a couple
of tool postures does not satisfy the maximal angle change condition, the
weight of the edge is set to infinity which eventually prevents the algorithm
from following this edge. However, there is a potential pitfall that may
cause halt computing of the shortest path. Figure 3.19(a) illustrates a
case which can be called a “dead-end” case. At the dead-end scenario, the
algorithm can not proceed because there is a disruption in a graph due
to infinitely weighted edges, which are not shown in the figure since they
are not taken into account. Figure 3.19(b) illustrates another dead-end
scenario in which two neighbor admissible arcs are so far away from each
other that there is no edge connecting those arcs. The dead-end problem
can be overcome by occasionally neglecting a maximal angle limit. If it
is encountered, the algorithm computes all distances to the nodes of the
next admissible arc, and enables an edge with the smallest distance.
Another issue of this angle change limiting approach is how to define a
value of the maximal angle change. Although it seems reasonable that
the value should be normalized to the distance between CC points of
two postures, normalization actually is inconsistent and may jeopardize
existence of optimization because it can ultimately lead to the only one
path via a graph. Highly curved regions are a good example of a potential
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Figure 3.20: Tool variation over a short span

pitfall of normalization. Highly curved regions on the machined surface
require large swings of a tool over shorts spans on the surface, as shown in
figure 3.20. If normalization is applied, a maximal angle change between
admissible arcs may be insufficient to perform rotation around highly
curved regions. Obviously, if the limiting angle is defined as a function, it
must at least depend on surface topology. In this research, the limiting
angle is taken as a constant to validate the developed approach.

3. Penalizing dist for large rotations. This strategy imposes a penalty
on the edge weight if an angle change exceeds a maximal threshold.
Equation (3.8) represents an exponential penalty function applied on dist
and dependent on the angle between two tool orientations. Since no graph
edges are weighted to infinity, and eventually no graph edges excluded
from finding the shortest path, the dead-end problem does not appear
in graphs generated by this weighting strategy. Changes between tool
postures are controlled with two arguments: αmax specifies a trigger value
for applying a penalty, and normalizes an amount of penalty, whereas
n adjusts a level of forcing a graph solution to follow a path with angle
changes smaller than the angle penalty norm. Then, Equation (3.7) will
sum up weighted edge distances.

EdgeWeightpenalized = dist ·
[

α

αmax

]n

, (3.8)

where α is an angle between tool orientations;
αmax is an angle penalty norm;
n is a penalty intensity coefficient.
The benefits of penalizing weights over limiting a maximal angle are that
dead-end cases are eliminated and the number of the possible paths in a
graph is not reduced.
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(a) Mesh

Track 9

(b) Generated tool path tracks

Figure 3.21: Design surface and generated tool path tracks

3.3.2 Experimental validation

The developed graph-based optimization algorithm has been tested and validated.
By using the developed prototype software, tool path tracks were generated on
the surface illustrated in figure 3.21. The test part size was 60× 60 mm. The
workpiece material was aluminum. For the experiment, an HSS flat-end milling
tool of 10 mm diameter was used. The distance between the tool path tracks
has been set to 2 mm.

Two tool inclination strategies were investigated. In the first strategy, called
Sturz strategy (constant tool inclination strategy), the tool inclination angle has
been set constant to surface normal with a value 20◦. In the second strategy,
the optimized strategy, the tool inclination angle was optimized through graph
optimization. Feasible inclination angle ranges were set to be [0◦...20◦] excluding
gouging. The initial admissible arc resolution ∆τ was set to 1◦ with 5 times
improvement after each iteration. The tool path track 9 was investigated, as
shown in figure 3.21(b).

Three weighting approaches described in chapter 3.3.1 have been investigated.
Results are grouped into three categories according to the used weighting
approaches:

No limits/penalties.

No limit weighting approach generate a graph with no dead-ends and edge
weights matched straightforwardly to the dist. Figure 3.22 illustrates how
the cost functions of the two evaluated machining strategies evolve over tool
path segments. The biggest gain of the optimized strategy is achieved in the
beginning of the track, where the Sturz tool path encounters a near to singularity
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Figure 3.22: Machine rotations (evolution of Σdist)

(a) Machined surface (b) Close-up view

Figure 3.23: Cutter marks on the machined surface

configuration of the machine tool. After successfully avoiding the vicinity of the
singularity configuration, the cost function of the optimized tool path abruptly
rises over a short range, and, then, continues as a slope resembling its Sturz
counterpart. The final values (Sturz = 487.9 deg, optimized = 232.8 deg)
shows that the optimized tool path has been executed with more than twofold
difference in machine rotations.

Although the optimized tool path leads to better performance, it resulted in a
flawed surface quality. Figure 3.23 depicts a machined surface and the close-
up view of marks on the surface which are caused by abrupt changes of tool
orientation.

As can be seen from figure 3.24(a), there are two peaks that explain two jumps
in the cumulative machine rotation chart in the figure 3.22. However, due to
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(b) Tool angle change per segment

Figure 3.24: Analysis of the tool paths

(a) Sturz (b) Optimized (no limit/penalty)

Figure 3.25: Tool postures

the machine kinematics, these two large rotations cause only one large tool
orientation change which can be observed on figure 3.24(b). The 3D visualization
of the tool postures of the optimized tool path, shown in figure 3.25(b), confirms
that the marks on the surface occur due to large tool rotation. Respectively,
the Sturz tool path shown in figure 3.25(a) lacks abrupt changes, and, therefore,
it does not produce marks on the surface.

Limited the maximal tool angle change.

Limiting the maximal tool angle change is a weighting approach preventing
surface damage caused by abrupt tool rotations. It prevents the algorithm from
following graph paths which include these changes.

The tool path has been optimized with three maximal tool orientation change
limits: 1◦, 2◦, and 3◦. It is important to remember that these limits can be
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(a) 1◦ limit (b) 2◦ limit (c) 3◦ limit

Figure 3.26: Tool postures (optimization with limited maximal tool angle
changes)

overridden if there is a dead-end case for which the algorithm searches for an
edge with the smallest available weight to overcome the dead-end.

Figure 3.26 shows these tool postures for the three optimized tool paths. It
is visible that the tool postures depicted at figure 3.26(a) represent a pattern
different from the postures at figures 3.26(b) and 3.26(c).

Further analysis of the tool and machine rotations, shown in figure 3.27, confirms
an important influence of a value of the maximal tool angle change onto
the optimization outcome. Figure 3.27(a) demonstrates improvement in the
performance of the optimized tool path (1◦ limit) of only 3.2% . In contrast, if
a limit set to either 2◦ or 3◦, optimization becomes more beneficial. Apparently,
1◦ limit eliminates a substantial number of edges in the graph and dramatically
reduces variety of available paths through the graph. Instead of searching
an optimal solution, the algorithm searched a feasible solution. Eventually,
optimization has been performed in the vicinity of the best solution of the
feasible paths providing boundary conditions which did not yield a decent
near-to-optimal result. Also, figure 3.27(b) reveals that the 1◦ limit was violated
at segments 127 and 128, where the angle changes reached 2.498 and 2.325
degrees. By increasing the limit to 2◦ and 3◦, the graph was enriched with more
possible paths that guaranteed finding the shortest paths without exceeding
the limits. Figures 3.27(d) and 3.27(f) show that the majority of angle changes
is different from the limits.

Although limiting a maximal tool angle change facilitates to eliminate abrupt
tool angle changes, it still may lead to inefficient tool paths. It may still produce
abrupt changes in case of dead-ends whose solutions cause large tool rotations.
If there is a “bad” solution of a dead-end, this solution is unavoidable because
the graph-based algorithm has no methods to resolve such a problem.

Besides the potential aforementioned pitfalls, defining the proper limit is very
ambiguous and vague because it can not be foreseen how a limit value can harm
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(b) Tool angle change per segment (1◦
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(c) Machine rotations (2◦ limit)
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(d) Tool angle change per segment (2◦

limit)
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(e) Machine rotations (3◦ limit)
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(f) Tool angle change per segment (3◦

limit)

Figure 3.27: Analysis of the tool paths (optimization with limited tool angle
change)

the resulting cost function while the limit itself can be violated.

Penalized large tool angle changes.

Previous examples have shown that limiting of tool angle change does not
inevitably lead to robust optimization results. Moreover, there is a chance
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(a) 1◦ penalty limit (b) 2◦ penalty limit (c) 3◦ penalty limit

Figure 3.28: Tool postures (optimization with a penalty)

that the limit will be overcome. The following examples examine third edge
weighting method, in which weights are penalized if a certain limit is reached.
Thus dead-end cases are not encountered by the algorithm.

The tool path has been optimized with three penalty angles limits: 1◦, 2◦, and
3◦. The penalty intensity coefficient n, given in equation (3.8), was set to 2.
Optimization with n = 3 was also performed, but it has shown a negligibly
small difference from the n = 2 optimization and, therefore, is omitted in the
text.

Figure 3.28 shows that the different penalty parameters do not lead to visually
noticeable differences between the penalized and limited postures (figure 3.26),
except the 1◦ limit scenario (figure 3.26(a)). The tool angle changes, shown in
figures 3.29(b), 3.29(d), and 3.29(f) peak at 1.501, 2.002, and 3.000. Regardless
a difference in the tool angle changes, the charts of the cumulative machine
rotations resemble each other. Figures 3.29(a), 3.29(c), and 3.29(e) illustrate
evolution of the cost functions in which penalties have been deducted in order
to normalize charts for consistent and more convenient representation.

Several machining experiments were performed to evaluate surface integrity
(surface marks). As can be seen in figure 3.30, both tool paths (Sturz and
optimized with a penalty) resulted in surfaces without cutter marks. The
difference between surfaces is that the cutting strip widths of the “Sturz”
surface are almost uniform while the cutting strip widths of the “optimized”
surface are varying in a larger extent due to closer alignment of the tool to the
surface. Figure 3.31 shows that the optimized strategy also produced a smooth
surface with about two times less rotations.

Table 3.1 aggregates values of the objective functions. Increasing the limiting
factors results in smaller machine rotations. Imposing of penalties gives the
same or better performance compared to limiting of tool rotations.
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(a) Machine rotations (1◦ penalty limit)
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(b) Tool angle change per segment (1◦

penalty limit)
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(c) Machine rotations (2◦ penalty limit)
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(d) Tool angle change per segment (2◦

penalty limit)
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(e) Machine rotations (3◦ penalty limit)
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Figure 3.29: Analysis of the tool paths (optimization with a penalty)
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(a) Sturz (b) Optimized (1◦ penalty limit)

Figure 3.30: High contrast images of machined surfaces

(a) Sturz (b) Optimized (1◦ penalty limit)

Figure 3.31: Machined parts

Table 3.1: Optimization results (cumulative rotations)
Strategy Objective, degrees

Sturz 487.9
Optimized (no limit/penalty) 232.8
Optimized (1◦ limit) 471.9
Optimized (2◦ limit) 240.2
Optimized (3◦ limit) 239.0
Optimized (1◦ penalty limit) 246.0
Optimized (2◦ penalty limit) 240.0
Optimized (3◦ penalty limit) 239.0
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(a) Sturz, 60◦ (b) Optimized, max inclination angle 60◦

(no limit/penalty)

Figure 3.32: Tool postures

Maximal allowed inclination angle increased to 60◦.

In chapter 3.3.1 it is declared that the maximal inclination angle can be either
determined by a tool-workpiece collision or limited by technology constraints
such as tool deflection, chatter, and so on. However, there is an additional
limitation imposed on the maximal inclination angle due to surface quality of
machined surfaces. If a tool path is attributed with sufficiently large inclination
angles, the scallop height is intuitively believed to be high, which can be
inappropriate for finishing. In order to investigate whether large maximal
inclination angles may lead to deteriorated surfaces, a tool path with the maximal
inclination angle of 60◦ has been generated and optimized (no limit/penalty).
Figure 3.32 illustrates postures for Sturz and optimized tool paths. In addition,
figure 3.33 represents machine and tool rotations. The machine rotations of
the optimized tool path are more than twofold smaller than whose of the Sturz
tool path, but the machined surface, shown in figure 3.34, has high scallop and
burrs. Hence, because high scallop and burrs are accepted after rough milling,
a possible application for large inclination angles can be rough milling. The
optimized tool path requires about two times less rotation that the Sturz tool
path resulting in almost the same surface quality. This application seems to be
promising because large inclination angles provide large effective tool radius
resulting in a high removal rate which is crucial for roughing machining.

3.3.3 Comparison with other optimization methods

The developed graph-based algorithm has been implemented in Java. Opti-
mization of the track 9 (20◦ with no limit/penalty) was compared with other
optimization methods.
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(a) Machine rotations
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(b) Tool angle change per segment

Figure 3.33: Analysis of the optimized tool path, max inclination angle 60◦ (no
limit/penalty)

Figure 3.34: Machined part (optimized, max inclination angle 60◦ (no
limit/penalty))

The developed algorithm converged to the fifth digit at the sixth iteration,
as shown in figure 3.35. The value of the objective function started at 254.0
descending through 234.4, 232.92, 232.8294, and 232.8222 to 232.8216. The
convergence smaller than 0.1% (an appropriate value for industrial applications)
has been reached after third iteration.

The optimization result was compared with results provided with the
Nedler-Mead method modified to support boundary conditions and Shor’s
r-algorithm [47]. The optimization tests have been performed in Matlab with
default setting for the constrained implementations of these methods.

There were five trials of each conventional optimization method and one trial of
the graph-based method because it is deterministic and does not use random
initial guesses. Though, different spacing of graphs is likely to lead to different
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Figure 3.35: Graph-based algorithm convergence

results. Figure 3.36 shows the optimization results. The Nedler-Mead method
converged to {200.7, 210.0, 202.7, 207.6, 222.9}. In contrast, Shor’s r-algorithm
has shown a wider spread of the results {193.1, 194.2, 194.5, 334.0, 352.5}.
The Shor’s r-algorithm yielded results with two of them stuck at local optima
which can be considered unsatisfying. The Nedler-Mead results are spread in
the narrower interval which could be attributed to the default optimization
parameters or “better” initial guesses that ruled the method to the listed values.
Although, it may be concluded that the conventional optimization techniques,
in general, are better because they tend to converge at values about 10-20%
smaller than the graph-based algorithm does, the computation time required to
perform conventional optimization negates benefits of obtaining smaller cost
functions. The running time of the Nedler-Mead and Shors’ r methods was
within a range of 30-40 minutes depending on an initial guess. The running
time of the graph-based method was estimated as several seconds. It is difficult
to give “pure” running time because it is impossible to prevent Java Virtual
Machine environment from executing background tasks which eventually noises
measurement of the running time. Nevertheless, the claim that the performance
of the graph-based method exceeds that of the conventional methods more than
100 times is likely to be true.

The linear complexity of the developed method also plays into its favor. The
investigated tool path track consists of only 175 segments while industrial
practice is to operate tool paths consisting of thousands of segments. In case
of lengthy tool paths, the linear complexity will curb computation time within
a number of minutes. The use of the conventional methods will result in
exponentially longer computation times.
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Figure 3.36: Results of different optimization methods

3.4 Optimization based on dynamic programming

Although the graph-based approach allows to minimize machine rotations, it
does not allow imposing sophisticated rules, like ones based on the previous path,
onto the optimization procedure. In contrast to the use of the graph theory, the
dynamic programming approach supports conditional if-else statements and
more extended data structures that can be used to construct more complex
objective functions incorporating adaptive edge weights.

A developed optimization method based on dynamic programming (type 1,
figure 3.1), further referred as DP optimization, resembles the graph-based
approach by generating graphs from admissible arcs, described in chapter 3.2.
On the one hand, the DP optimization method is similar to the graph-based
method because in both methods admissible arcs are represented in a graph
comprising columns of nodes where each column of nodes represents discrete
tool orientations (e.g. every 1 degree). Similarly, nodes are attributed with
dedicated rotary axes values obtained via IKT. But, on the other hand, the DP
optimization method expands a scope of cost functions from the optimization
of one tool path track to the optimization of entire tool paths consisting of
all tracks. Virtual source and sink nodes are added to the beginning and the
end of the graph in order to obtain only one solution of the shortest path.
The cost function can be designed to more credibly represent machining time.
Cost function complexity in the graph-based is restricted by the fact that it
is impossible to establish relationships between node properties. For instance,
if there are several possible velocity levels at each node, only one reference to
one of the levels can be derived from the graph, and the derived reference can
not refer to any particular previous velocity level. Therefore, it is not possible
to track back to which velocity level the shortest path is connected because
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directed edges connecting nodes represent only relationships showing that there
is a feasible transition from one posture to another posture. In DP optimization,
each edge is a high level component incorporating information about the time
required to move the rotary axes. Also, the principles of dynamic programming
allow to confine diverse velocity limits (split into discrete angular velocity levels
at each node). This gives an opportunity to optimize tool paths consisting of
segments with different programmed feed, e.g. machining paths and aircuts.

The idea of the developed DP optimization arises from the velocity levels
described in [48]. The further developments include synchronization of rotary
axes movements, organization of a suitable data structure, and establishment
of a robust optimization procedure.

3.4.1 Problem statement

The implementation of the DP optimization algorithm is done as follows. First,
for a given tool path (sequence of tool postures), a graph is created as explained
in chapter 3.3.1. Second, at each graph node, machine rotary axes are assigned
several discrete values of velocities (which are spaced over certain ranges). Third,
motion of each axis between nodes (nodes’ velocity levels) is assumed to be
controlled by the bang-bang acceleration profile (infinite jerk), i.e. an axis status
can be either to accelerate, decelerate, or keep its velocity constant. Finally, the
shortest path through all the nodes and velocity levels is computed by means
of dynamic programming.

Each node has a distance array that stores estimates of the shortest time required
to reach a particular posture with certain velocities. The number of rows and
columns of distance arrays corresponds to the number of programmed velocity
levels (n levels per each rotary axis). For example, a distance array element (3, 7)
contains a value of estimated machining time (from the beginning of the tool
path) with the condition that the rotary axes B and C have velocities defined
for 3rd and 7th levels. If the machine tool is not capable to accelerate/decelerate
to these velocities, then, the time value is not defined. Also, each element of
distance arrays traces velocities from the previous step by handling IDs of the
previous node and velocity levels attributed to a “fastest” path. The spacing of
n velocity levels can be uniform or non-uniform, i.e. the difference between levels
can be constant or, for example, more dense around zero velocity. Nevertheless,
the equal number of levels must be allocated to levels dedicated to clockwise and
counterclockwise rotation velocities (considered by the algorithm as negative
and positive velocities), and one level must be allocated to zero velocity.

Figure 3.37 shows how the travel time between two consecutive nodes is
computed. The element (ivB = p, ivC = t) of the matrix of the first node
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contains a value of d1p,t - an estimate of the shortest machining time required
to reach this node with a condition that the machine rotary axes B and C have
angular velocities vBp and vCt appointed to the velocity levels p and t. For
the element (ivB = l, ivC = k) of the second node, an estimate of the shortest
machining time is computed as shortest time from previous posture (through
feasible velocities). Time to cover the distance between two nodes is called a
performance index. Therefore, the performance index between two elements
(velocity levels: (p, t) and (l, k)) is computed as the time required to move axes
from (B1, C1) to (B2, C2) with the given velocity conditions and bang-bang
acceleration. Then, all estimates of time are computed, and the smallest value
(d2l,k) is stored along with the reference to the relevant element of the previous
node. This procedure is performed recursively through all nodes and their
distance matrices until the end of the graph is reached. The detailed description
of the time estimation is given below.

Figure 3.37: Computing the distance between nodes

First, accelerations required to change the velocities from vBp to vBk and from
vCt to vCl are computed and compared to the feasible accelerations achievable
by the machine tool (Equation (3.9)).

a = 2
∣∣∣∣v2

2 − v2
1

q2 − q1

∣∣∣∣ (3.9)

where v2 and v1 are end and start velocities, q2 and q1 are axes coordinates of
the second and first nodes.

If computed accelerations are feasible, then travel time (performance index)
is calculated. Figure 3.38 shows that motion contains up to three phases:
acceleration, constant speed, and deceleration. Travel time dedicated to each
phase is given by a second order Equation (3.10). Although the implementation
of a trapezoidal velocity profile seems to be improper because the bang-bang
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Figure 3.38: Velocity profile applied for time calculation

acceleration is, to a large extend, perceived as oversimplification, this choice has
been made due to exponential growth of the algorithm complexity if higher order
motion models are used. For a trapezoidal acceleration profile, the complexity
of computations increases quadratically of the amount of jerk levels added,
i.e. 10 jerk levels lead to an increase of computation time in 102 = 100 times.
Therefore, it has been decided to trade-off precision in order to get computation
time acceptable for industrial applications.

{
aT 2

dec + 2v2Tdec +
(

2 (v2−v1)2

a + v1
v2−v1

a − (q2 − q1)
)

= 0
Tacc = Tdec + v2−v1

a

(3.10)

After computing acceleration and deceleration phases, a constant speed phase
is computed. It is computed in a case when the machine can reach its maximal
velocity (Equation (3.11)). Since movements of the axes have to be synchronized
to the longest travel time, a performance index of the motion between nodes
for the given velocities is adjusted to the longest travel time(Equation (3.12)).

Tconst = 2
∣∣∣∣vmax − (v1 + aTacc)

a

∣∣∣∣ (3.11)

performance (ivBk2, ivCL2, ivBk1, ivCl1) =

= max
{
TB

acc + TB
const + TB

dec;TC
acc + TC

const + TC
dec

} (3.12)

Also, at this stage, the tool angle change between tool postures defined by the
nodes is checked. If it exceeds a certain value, the computation is skipped.
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Figure 3.39: Marks on the machined surface due to abrupt changes of the tool
orientation (high contrast image)

This is done to prevent marks on a surface due to abrupt changes of the tool
orientation (figure 3.39). The maximal allowed angle change was set to 5 degrees.
It seems that limiting the maximal angle change is the only solution to prevent
abrupt changes of the tool orientation. In contrast to the penalizing of large
tool angle changes in the graph-based method, the same approach in the DP
optimization is not sustainable because any “stretching” of machine rotations
will inevitably result in wrong velocity profiles and faulty time estimations.

The full procedure of finding a near-to-optimal tool path is explained in
figure 3.40.

Although the calculated distance denotes an estimation of machining time,
it should not be treated as the real machining time because of two following
reasons. First, the translation movements are not taken into account. Second,
the calculated distance (the length of the path in the graph) can be longer
than the real machining time because of the discrete nature of the velocity
model. As shown in figure 3.41, while the real velocity, represented by the
dash-line, is growing continuously, the computed velocity profile, represented
by the solid polyline, is lying below the real velocity line and has a step-like
shape. Therefore, a model of travel time is likely to yield overestimated values.

The effectiveness of the algorithm has also been improved by an iterative
refinement of the graph such as used for the graph-based optimization in
chapter 3.3.1. This involves generating a suboptimal solution by using a crude
discretization, then refining the solution by splitting admissible arcs around the
solution obtained in the previous recursion.
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1 Begin
2 1) Create a graph.
3 2) Add a virtual sink and a virtual source node.
4 3) Set travel time to infinity for all elements of the distance
5 matrices (attached to each node), except for the source node
6 and the nodes from the first column, which are set to zero.
7 4) Set the first column as CurrentColumn. Set the second column
8 as NextColumn.
9 5) Do until the column before the last column is reached

10 a. For each node (n1) of CurrentColumn and each node (n2) of
11 NextColumn.
12 If there is no abrupt change of tool orientation do:
13 For every combination of velocity levels (i, j) of n1 and
14 every combination of velocity levels (k, l) of n2 do:
15 If n1.distance(i, j)!=inf do:
16 I. Check accelerations
17 II. Compute a performance index (travel time) between
18 n1(i, j) and n2(k, l)
19 III. n2.distance(k, l)=
20 min{n2.distance(k, l); n1.distance(i, j)+performance index}
21 b. CurrentColumn = NextColumn
22 6) Compute movement from CurrentColumn to elements of last
23 column that correspond to zero velocity only.
24 7) Find the minimal value among distance matrices of nodes of
25 the last column and assign this value to distance.
26 End

Figure 3.40: Procedure for calculating the optimal tool path
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Figure 3.41: Evolution of velocity
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3.4.2 Experimental validation

The DP optimization algorithm has been tested and validated. A zig-zag tool
path was generated on a 60 × 60 mm surface shown in figure 3.42. For the
experiment, a flat-end milling tool with diameter 10.0 mm was used. The
distance between the tool path tracks was set to 2 mm.

Two machining strategies have been investigated. A first strategy, called Sturz
strategy, used a constant tool inclination angle equal 20◦ (angle between normal
and tool axis). A second strategy, the DP optimized strategy (developed in this
work), has applied DP optimization with tool inclination angles limited to the
range [0◦...20◦], excluding gouging. The initial resolution of admissible arcs was
set to 3◦ with 3 times refinement after each iteration. The number of velocity
levels was set to 9. Java based DP optimization ran on a PC with a Pentium 4
3.40GHz CPU with 1 GB memory under Windows XP. The computational time
of the optimization was 942 sec per iteration for the total tool path consisting
of 6024 postures.

These two machining strategies were investigated for two milling machines: a
MAHO600 milling machine, its kinematics is described in chapter 1.4.3, and a
DMG ULTRASONIC 70−5 milling machine shown in figure 3.14. Table 3.2 lists
the machine parameters used in the optimization process. These parameters
were taken from the machine specifications, controller variables, and machine
simulation models provided by the machine builder.

Figure 3.42: Generated tool path (rapid motion is shown in red)

Table 3.2: Machine parameters used in the optimization algorithm
units Maho600 DMG 70− 5

Max rotary speed (A/B/C axes) rpm (39/17.4/−) (−/19/21)
Max rotary acceleration rad/s2 8.33 100
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Figure 3.43: Machining time

Results of the optimization and machining experiments are illustrated in
figure 3.43. For the the MAHO600 (older machine, construction year 1989),
DP optimization yields an improvement of 21.6% in the amount of rotary axes
movements, while the gain in machining time is only 11.2%. In order to assess
the optimized tool path, a simulation of the machining was performed. As
can be seen in figure 3.44, presenting feed values (mm/min), the feed of the
optimized tool path is, in overall, higher than the feed of the Sturz tool path.
But some segments of the optimized tool path have lower feed than the Sturz
tool path. This inconsistency can be explained by the fact that the linear axes
were omitted during optimization. At some segments, translation movements
are a bottleneck, thus optimization of rotary axes movements did not improved
performance. It could even harm performance by increasing linear offsets.

For the DMG machine, optimization of the tool path yields a limited
improvement of total travel time of 1.5%. Because the algorithm is feed-
independent, the total travel time for the rotary axes movements remains the
same for any feed value. However, in reality actual machining time depends on
the programmed feed. For DMG feed of 500 (mm/min), the actual machining
time (figure 3.43(b)) was the same in both cases (the optimized and Sturz)
because the rotary axes with high angular acceleration seem not to be a
bottleneck of performance. The linear axes of the DMG machine required
more time to execute their motions than the rotary axes. In order to encounter
the situation when the rotary axes retard performance, the tests with a feed rate
of 1500 (mm/min) were performed. The machining tests showed a difference
in actual machining time of about 1.5%. A gain in actual time is likely to be
less than the estimated time gain because the algorithm improves performance
of only rotary movements. If translations take longer time than rotations, the
algorithm cannot benefit.
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(a) Sturz tool path (b) Optimized tool path

Figure 3.44: Maho600C feed simulation [mm/min]

(a) Sturz (b) Optimized

Figure 3.45: Machined surfaces

Figure 3.45 shows a picture of the machined surfaces (machined on the DMG
machine). The cutting strip widths of the Struz tool path are uniform along
tracks. The cutting strip of the optimized tool path has width varying a little
along the zig-zag tracks but, eventually, the scallop height is smaller because of
closer alignment of the tool to the surface.

3.5 Conclusions

The main purpose of this chapter is to present two optimization techniques
that could consider kinematics of five-axis machine. The nature of five-axis
machines is that they operate in non-Euclidean coordinates, and this makes
convex optimization methods impossible to use in many cases. Although
there are non gradient optimization methods that are capable to deal with
non smooth functions, computation time remains an important issue because
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industry is unlikely to accept tool path generation methods spending hours
rather than minutes. Thus, some optimization quality can be traded off for
shorter computation time, therefore, the major effort has been put onto the
development optimization methods that could provide optimized tool paths
within several minutes.

The first developed method, the graph-based algorithm has been proved to be
more agile than the conventional optimization methods. It robustly minimized
the amount of rotary axes rotations throughout one tool path track. The surface
quality of the machined parts indicates reliability of the method. Although
some results of the conventional optimization methods are better than one
from the graph-based method, CPU time required by these classical methods is
inappropriately long for industrial applications.

Contrary to the graph-based method, the second developed method, the DP
optimization method optimizes movements of the rotary axes over the entire tool
path (consisting of tool path tracks connected with air-cut movements) in order
to minimize estimated machining time. Validation of the developed algorithm
shows a gain in machining time. This time gain is more significant for machines
with rotary axes with low dynamics (small angular accelerations). In case of
higher feed rates, the gain in machining time increases as rotary axis dexterity
becoming a limiting factor to increase performance. Besides that, the effect of
optimization is believed to be much larger for tool paths where machines move
around stationary points, because of the large angular displacements of the
rotary axes in the vicinity of such points. It is difficult to compare the result of
two developed methods because velocity boundary conditions imposed on them
are different.

The developed methods wont require exponentially vast CPU and memory
resources for processing lengthy tool paths because computation complexity of
the both developed algorithms is linear in terms of the tool path length. The
computation complexity is quadratic in terms of the number of admissible arc
samples but this hurdle has been dodged by the iterative refinement of the arcs
in the vicinity of an intermediate solution. Moreover, the performance of the
algorithms can be further improved by parallelizing them and implementing them
in programming languages like C++. These premises appoint these optimization
methods be a part of commercial CAM software for niche applications of tool
path generation for machine tools with relatively slow rotary axes like milling
machines with massive rotary heads and rotary tables.

The experimental results revealed that machine tool builders respond to the
needs of the customers who are not satisfied with the performance of the slow
rotary axes. A newly introduced kinematic scheme and agile rotary axes of the
DMG 70− 5 milling machine are certainly a good solution to scrape rotary axes
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from the bottleneck list.

Further research and development may be focused on several useful areas.
Firstly, the tilt angle may also be varied for further optimization. In such a case,
the admissible tool orientation domain becomes a 2D grid which is adaptable to
be presented as a graph. Secondly, combining the tool orientation optimization
and a morphing technique earlier developed within the research group [49] is
believed to provide more efficient tool paths for rough milling because rough
milling implies better possibilities for optimization since the maximal tool
inclination angle will not be confined by surface quality concerns. Thirdly, cost
functions can be further devised by incorporating weighting functions, linear
axis displacements, and other arguments for more comprehensive modeling of
machine behavior. The ultimate goal is to embed tool path generation and
optimization procedures inside a controller because only it possesses all of
information about machine’s capabilities and dynamics.





Chapter 4

Computing the actual shape
of a machining strip

4.1 State-of-the-art

Computation of material removal during machining is an important task of the
manufacturing process planning. Correct prediction of the shape of machined
parts at different steps of operations may optimize the production layout and
prevent manufacturing of defected parts, parts with out-of-tolerance dimensions.
This task is fairly simple to solve for three axis milling, but it becomes extremely
complex and computationally demanding for multi-axis machining due to
complex tool movements. In theory, multi-axis machining of sculptured surfaces
offers various advantages over three axis machining, but issues related to the
gouging avoidance, complexity of tool path generation and material removal
simulation seriously restrain adoption of the technology. Among these restrains,
computation of the removed material is one the least explored areas.

This research focuses on five-axis milling using flat-end tools. In contrast to
ball-end multi-axis milling, flat-end multi-axis milling gives an opportunity to
dramatically increase performance of machining by maintaining a more effective
cutting shape [10]. This performance gain allows to increase distance between
cutter paths and shorten a total length of tool paths while achieving the same
surface quality. However, it is a challenging task to compute an actual shape
of removed material. In order to solve this problem, a few techniques are
usually used: the effective cutting shape method, the swept volume method, and
variations of these methods.

83
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The oldest method to predict a shape of removed material is the effective cutting
shape method. It originates from the researches that studied five-axis sculptured
surface machining: optimization of the cutter inclination [24] and automatic
cutter selection [50]. This method relies on the concept of an effective cutting
shape, a projection of a tool cutting edge onto the plane perpendicular to the
cutting direction. Subsequent papers [51, 52] explained how to compute effective
cutting shapes, as shown in figure 4.1. Firstly, a surface LCS is defined at a
cutter contact point. Secondly, analytical expressions of both effective cutting
shape, a projection of the tool bottom, and a design surface profile in the plane
normal to the cutting direction are derived. And, finally, the machining strip
width is computed by finding intersection points between the offset profile to
the surface profile and the effective cutting shape. This method is used for
tool path planning and step-over calculation [53, 54]. The major advantage
of this method is the ease of use, but it has several drawbacks. For instance,
when the method computes machining strip, it only takes into account one
tool posture (x, y, z, i, j, k), and it does not take into account how the tool has
reached this posture and how the tool will continue its motion. Therefore,
the effective cutting shape method can not recognize cases in which a tool at
next postures removes material from the current profile, thus, causing faulty
prediction of material stock. Moreover, the actual shape of removed material
can be significantly different from the predicted shape because a tool does not
move straight as it is assumed by the effective cutting shape method [55].

Besides the described approach, there is another method that also relies on a
single posture [56]. In the latter method, the machining strip width is computed
from the intersection of the silhouette of the tool and the scallop surface, an
offset surface to the design surface with a given offset distance. Figure 4.2
shows a locus P of scallop cusp generated by intersecting the scallop surface and
the silhoette, called a generating profile. Since the offset distance is fixed, this
method is used for tool path generation with a constant scallop height surface.
In contrast with the effective cutting shape method, this method does not
directly yield a scallop profile. Computation of the scallop profile will require
computation of intersections between a tool and a number of offset surfaces with
different offset distances. However, this method allows to consider machining
with tools that have no sharp cutting edge.

The most advanced methods are based on the computation of swept volumes.
Figure 4.3(a) shows a cover of a paper dedicated to one of the first widely used
techniques utilizing swept volumes for verification of five-axis milling operations.
It was the theory of envelopes [57] that modeled swept volumes by computing
a family of silhouettes of the moving tool, also known as critical curves or
grazing curves. In this method, the surface of the swept volume is “stretched”
over these curves as shown in figure 4.3(b).This particular approach is faster
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Figure 4.1: Coordinate systems and effective cutting shape E(θ) projected along
cutting direction XL in five-axis machining [15]

Figure 4.2: Locus of the scallop point P on the tool [56]
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(a) Cover of one of the first journal articles
dedicated to swept volumes [57], 1986

(b) Swept volume of a toroidal cutter [60]

Figure 4.3: Inception of swept volumes

than handling a large number of CSG (constructive solid geometry) primitives,
but relies on an assumption that the envelope surface of the moving tool has
no self-intersections and sharp edges. These assumptions seriously limited
the scope of applications for implementation of the theory of envelopes. In
order to overcome the deficiencies of the envelope theory, the sweep-envelope
differential equation (SEDE) method was developed [58]. The SEDE method
computes only one grazing curve at the initial position of the tool; and the
set of intermediate grazing points is computed from differential equations
incorporating a tool motion equation by using the Runge-Kutta method. The
SEDE method represents a tool profile as as a smooth curve; therefore, precise
verification of the motion of a flat-end tool, which shape has sharp corners,
requires approximation of the tool shape with relatively high order equations
[59].

Another shape-generation approach, that constructs the G-buffer models [61],
implemented principles of conjugate geometry to extend the envelope theory
and generate the machining strip width. In addition, the latter method was
improved by providing the explicit solution of the swept profile of a generalized
cutter considering the true machine tool trajectory which includes the linearly
translational and rotational movements [62]. Also, there is a B-Rep based
approach that represents the boundary of swept volumes by a NURBS surface
[63]. The latter method gives an instantaneous envelop of the toroidal and
cylindrical surfaces of a fillet-end mill cutter. The B-Rep approach was partly
derived from [57] which was one of earliest papers dedicated to the analytical
modeling of swept volumes of a moving solid. It stressed the importance of self-
intersection of the generated envelope surfaces. If the self-intersection cannot
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be avoided, the swept volume is composed from several surfaces including the
envelope surfaces and surfaces of individual cutter volumes at the self-intersection
points.

Featuring particular advantages and disadvantages, the swept volume techniques
are the most advanced, but they are the most complicated methods due to the
extensive number of computations. Hence, further findings were focused on
special techniques to improve computation efficiency for special cases, mostly
related to various cutter shapes. In addition, the problem of self-intersection of
the swept volumes was partly resolved only for ball-end milling in [64]. Another
method to simplify computation of the swept volumes for moving toroidal
cutters was proposed by [60]. This method utilized a notion that a toroidal
cutter rotating about a point on its axis generates a spherical surface at the
bottom.

In this chapter, a new method to compute swept sections is presented. This
method provides further development of the concept of swept sections [55]. The
main advances include new procedures to improve the efficiency, precision, and
robustness of the algorithm. The developed method is more reliable for industrial
applications because the tool motion is interpolated according to the machines
kinematics and machine control logic by simulating a behavior of a machine
controller. The implementation of the machine control logic interpolating tool
motion in machine coordinates distinguishes the developed method from other
methods that interpolate tool orientation (i, j, k) in the workpiece coordinate
system. Also, the new method includes a new derivative-free procedure to
sample tool motion with a given accuracy threshold. Additionally, this method
is resistant to the singularities and self-intersections of ringed surfaces (surfaces
generated by a moving circle). Moreover, a case that may cause significant errors
in the swept section shape prediction has been detected and resolved. Finally,
experiments were performed to evaluate the developed algorithm. Therefore,
the developed method is proven to compose both the simplicity of the effective
cutting shape method and precision of the swept volume methods.

4.2 Problem statement and developed methods

The scope of this research is to develop material removal simulation based on
computing of actual profiles of machining strips. This chapter is dedicated to the
development of a reliable method to predict the shape of machining strips taking
machine kinematics into account. This method grounds on two assumptions:
firstly, a profile of removed material is computed as a 2D profile, and, secondly,
the tool bottom is the only part of a tool that performs machining. A plane
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in which a profile of a machining strip is computed is called a swept section
plane, as shown in figure 4.4(a). The intersections between a swept section
plane and the different tool bottoms (as the tool moves) result in a number
of swept section curves (figure 4.4(b)). These swept section curves include
intersection lines (between tool bottoms and the swept section planes) and side
lines (lines connecting end points of the intersection lines). By combining the
different swept section curves, an overall polygon is derived representing the
shape of material removed by the tool bottom within the swept section plane.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the envelope of the polygon representing a shape of removed
material along with the circles denoting tool bottoms. This outer boundary,
possibly self-intersecting, is called a swept section. The developed methods
aim efficient computation of the swept sections if the swept section plane and
the sequence of tool postures are given. The intermediate tool postures are
interpolated according to machine tool motion.

(a) Tool postures (b) Tool bottoms intersecting a swept
section plane

Figure 4.4: Circle-Plane intersections

The solution of the problem may be found as the approximation of the locus
of the intersections between a circle moving along the prescribed tool path
and the swept section plane. Hence, if the circle of the tool bottom generates
intersection lines and side lines, then, the outer silhouette of this 2D polygon
represents the boundary of the swept section. It is obvious that the geometric
accuracy of the swept section depends on the number of the intermediate tool
postures and correctness of tool motion interpolation. The reason why only
the tool bottom is taken into account is that the tool bottom can be assumed
to be the only part of the tool that generates a final shape of the part during
finish milling. If a particular roughing milling operation does not employ flank
milling, the developed algorithm may be used as well. However, cutting forces
must be considered an additional source of errors.
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4.2.1 Swept section plane

The origin of the swept section plane is placed at the CC point and the swept
section plane is aligned within the (FL×NL) plane, in which the X axis complies
with the FL ×NL vector and Y axis complies with the NL vector accordingly,
as shown in figure 1.18(a). This position was selected in order to compare the
results with the results of the effective cutting shape method. Nevertheless,
if there is a special purpose, the swept section plane can be defined at any
location of the space. For instance, it can be placed in the middle of the line
connecting two CC points in order to compute exact cutting strip width instead
of interpolating a value of cutting strip width .

4.2.2 Region of influence

Since, the tool path can be lengthy and some of the tool postures can be so
far that they can not intersect the swept section plane, it is sufficient only
to take into account the tool postures that are located in the vicinity of the
swept section plane. The region for detection and calculation of the circle-plane
intersections can be reduced to the region between P−R and P+R planes, two
planes that are offset in two directions from the swept section plane, as shown
in figure 4.5.

Usually, when a tool path is comprised from segments smaller than a tool
radius, the offset distance equals to the tool radius because this is the maximal
distance at which a circle-plane intersection may occur. Thus, each tool path
segment that includes at least one CL point inside the region of influence must
be investigated for circle-plane intersections. In addition, another rule for the
region of influence can be applied as well. For example, if the tool path is
combined of segments which lengths are larger than the tool radius, then, the
distance between bounding planes can be increased. Eventually, the purpose
of the region of influence is to reduce the number of computations by taking
into account tool postures that may influence a swept section, while skipping
segments placed outside the region of influence.

4.2.3 Motion interpolation

The algorithm selects all of the tool path segments that interfere the region
of influence. Then, the selected tool path segments are processed sequentially
segment by segment to calculate the swept section. In every step, the algorithms
considers only one tool path segment by interpolating tool motion between start
and end tool postures of the segment. Therefore, intermediate tool positions
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Figure 4.5: Region of influence

between the start and the end of the tool path segment can not be found without
an appropriate tool motion interpolation.

In this work, three interpolation schemes are listed and investigated below, but
it can be extended by implementing other interpolation schemes. They describe
the interpolation models for one tool path segment, between two given postures.
The parameter t along each tool path segment is chosen such as t ∈ [0, 1]. The
coordinate t = 0 refers to the start posture of the segment, while t = 1 refers
to the end posture of the segment. Those three interpolation schemes (two
different approaches and a particular case of one of them) are following:

1. Naive linear interpolation.
A CL point moves linearly from the start position to the end position,
CL(t) = CL(0) + t(CL(1)−CL(0)).
A tool orientation vector changes its orientation according to the
spherical linear interpolation [65], following the shortest path between the
orientation vectors at the start and the end positions. i(t)

j(t)
k(t)

 = sin[(1− t)Ω]
sin[Ω]

 i(0)
j(0)
k(0)

+ sin[tΩ]
sin[Ω]

 i(1)
j(1)
k(1)

 , (4.1)

where cos Ω = ~(i(1), j(1), k(1)) · ~(i(0), j(0), k(0)).

2. Linear interpolation of machine coordinates.
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Machine coordinates are assumed to change linearly between machine
configurations. Both a CL point and a tool orientation vector are derived
from the inverse kinematics transformation (IKT) equations.

x(t)
y(t)
z(t)
i(t)
j(t)
k(t)

 = IKT



X(t)
Y (t)
Z(t)
ϕ(t)
θ(t)


 , (4.2)

where X(t), Y (t), Z(t) represent the coordinates of the linear axes of the
machine; φ(t) and θ(t) represent rotary coordinates of the primary and
the secondary axes of the machine.
The rotary axes of the machine and machine coordinates are assumed to
change linearly between the start and end positions.

X(t)
Y (t)
Z(t)
ϕ(t)
θ(t)

 =


X(0)
Y (0)
Z(0)
ϕ(0)
θ(0)

+ t



X(1)
Y (1)
Z(1)
ϕ(1)
θ(1)

−

X(0)
Y (0)
Z(0)
ϕ(0)
θ(0)


 , (4.3)

where X(0), Y (0), and Z(0) are the linear axes positions at the start; and
X(1), Y (1), and Z(1) are the linear axes positions at the end; φ(0) and
θ(0) are the angular positions of rotary axes at the start; and φ(1), θ(1)
are the angular positions of rotary axes at the end.

(a) Tool center point motion management interpolation (e.g. Siemens
TRAORI and Heidenhain M128 functionality).
A CL point moves linearly from the start position to the end position,
CL(t) = CL(0) + t(CL(1)−CL(0)).
A tool orientation vector is derived from the motion of the rotary axes
of a milling machine that are interpolated linearly. The intermediate
tool orientation is derived from the forward kinematics equation. i(t)

j(t)
k(t)

 = Rot1(φ(t))×Rot2(θ(t))×

 0
0
1

 , (4.4)

where Rot1(φ(t)) and Rot2(θ(t)) represent the coordinate transfor-
mation matrices associated with the rotational angles φ(t) and θ(t)
around the primary and the secondary axes of the machine.
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The rotary axes of the machine are assumed to change linearly between
the start and end positions. Therefore,

φ(t) = φ(0) + t(φ(1)− φ(0))
θ(t) = θ(0) + t(θ(1)− θ(0)) , (4.5)

where φ(0) and θ(0) are the angular positions of rotary axes at the
start; and φ(1), θ(1) are the angular positions of rotary axes at the
end.
These rotational angles are calculated from the components of
(i(0), j(0), k(0)) and (i(1), j(1), k(1)) for a given kinematics scheme of
the machine.

For experimental validation, the tool center point management interpolation
(TCPM) scheme (2a) is used. The naive interpolation (1) has been also
implemented and compared with the TCPM results.

4.3 Swept section algorithm

The algorithm’s draft can be formulated in the terms of pseudocode, as shown
in figure 4.6. The algorithm works as follows. First, at line 2, the tool postures
within the region of influence are selected, as described in section 4.2.2. Secondly,
at line 3, the initial position of the tool bottom towards the swept section plane
is computed. This is necessary in order to assign an initial predicate for
the algorithm conditions. Thirdly, in lines 4-27, tool motion is sampled and
interpolated. This provides the algorithm with the array of the intersection
lines between the swept section plane and the tool bottoms that were sampled
and interpolated in between two given tool postures. Finally, at line 28, the
lower bound (profile) of the swept section is computed based on the array of the
intersection lines mentioned latter. Following subsections provide additional
explanation of the subroutines used in the algorithm.

4.3.1 Sampling step length

Since the solution of the problem addresses numerical approximation, finding
a surface-surface intersection may lead to different methods including the
tracing method, lattice method, subdivision method, and marching methods as
described in [66]. However, the complexity of the aforementioned methods is
redundant because these methods are applied for general cases while the problem
raised in this work represents a simpler case of an intersection between a ringed
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Computing a swept section
1 BEGIN
2 ToolPostures[]=SelectToolPosturesInTheRegionOfInfluence()
3 boolean isPenetrated = ToolPostures[0].isIntersectingPlane()
4 FOR i FROM 0 TO numberOfToolPostures-1 DO
5 IF isPenetrated DO
6 IF ToolPostures[i+1].isIntersectingPlane() DO
7 sampleToolMotion(ToolPostures[i], ToolPostures[i+1], 0, 1)
8 ELSE DO
9 tExit = findToolExitPosition(ToolPostures[i], ToolPostures[i+1])

10 sampleToolMotion(ToolPostures[i], ToolPostures[i+1], 0, tExit)
11 isPenetrated=false
12 END IF
13 ELSE DO
14 IF ToolPostures[i+1].isIntersectingPlane() DO
15 tEntry = findToolEntryPosition(ToolPostures[i], ToolPostures[i+1])
16 sampleToolMotion(ToolPostures[i], ToolPostures[i+1], tEntry, 1)
17 isPenetrated=true
18 ELSE DO
19 IF areToolPosturesFromDifferentSidesOfPlane(ToolPostures[i],
20 ToolPostures[i+1]) DO
21 tEntry = findToolEntryPosition(ToolPostures[i], ToolPostures[i+1])
22 tExit = findToolExitPosition(ToolPostures[i], ToolPostures[i+1])
23 sampleToolMotion(ToolPostures[i], ToolPostures[i+1], tEntry, tExit)
24 END IF
25 END IF
26 END IF
27 END FOR
28 GenerateSweptProfileFromIntersectionLines()
29 END

Figure 4.6: Algorithm’s pseudo-cod

surface and an arbitrary plane. This allows to alter the design of the method
to compute circle-plane intersections instead of surface-surface intersections.
Therefore, the computational burden may be reduced by excluding resolving of
ordinary differential equations from the algorithm.

Tool path segments are processed by interpolating tool positions independently
at each segment. An impact of tool motion (at each segment) onto a swept
section is incrementally added to the final shape of the swept section. Each
tool path segment corresponds to the interval t ∈ [0, 1], e.g. interpolation of 10
segments leads to the sampling of 10 intervals t ∈ [0, 1] (with different settings
for the start and end postures). Sampling of the entire interval t ∈ [0, 1],
however, is not necessary because the tool bottom may not intersect the swept
section plane constantly within this range. The first step is to find parameters
tentry and texit at which the tool bottom enters and leaves the contact with the
swept section plane. Figure 4.7 shows the flowchart of finding an entry point.
The subroutine starts with the setting initial values for the current position
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p, at which the intersection is computed, and the step length s, denoting the
absolute incremental shift from the current position if the entry point is not
found. Every iteration, an intersection between the tool bottom at current
position p and the swept section plane is computed. If there is no intersection
or the intersection line is longer than a given threshold, the step s is reduced
twofold and either added to or subtracted from the current position depending
on the intersection length. The iteration loop stops when the length of an
intersection line is smaller than the threshold; the entry parameter tentry is
returned after the loop. The intersection line length threshold denotes a chord
length that is small enough to consider that the tool bottom is touching the
swept section plane. The similar procedure is applied for the finding the exit
point. The only difference is that the positive step increments become negative
and vice versa.

Given the interval [tentry, texit], the tool motion can be sampled. Figure 4.8
illustrates the flowchart of the sampling procedure. It begins with reading input:
the sampling interval [tentry, texit], a maximal sampling step ∆tmax, and a side
line length threshold. The maximal sampling step ∆tmax denotes the maximum
step length between two sampled consequent tool postures. It can be set either
explicitly or normalized to the length of the CL line between two given tool
postures. For instance, it can be defined that the distance between intermediate
postures’ CL points is not longer than the machine sampling move (the product
of the machine controller sampling time and the programmed feed). The side
line length threshold denotes the maximal length of a side line, lines connecting
the end points of two intersection lines of two sampled tool postures. The
sampling algorithm works as follows. It sets the current tool position at tentry

and challenges a next tool position with the step increment ∆t. Every iteration,
the step increment is reduced two times until each of the lines connecting the
end points of the current and challenged intersection lines become smaller than
the threshold. The intermediate tool postures (i, j, k) at t and t + ∆t are
derived from the motion interpolation, as described in section 4.2.3, or defined
by another equations. A right choice of the proper tool motion interpolation
is a crucial step in applying the developed algorithm because interpolation
equations not mimicing machine tool behavior will eventually result in faulty
swept sections. Finally, the intersection line at challenged position is returned
and added to the list of the intersection lines needed to compute a swept section.
Next iteration, the approved challenged position becomes a current position and
a new step is applied. The procedure repeats again and again until texit reached.
The advantage of the algorithm is that it employs a simple derivative-free
measure to sample the step length.
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Figure 4.7: Flowchart of finding an entry

4.3.2 Approximation of the swept section

A relative position of the circle (tool bottom) towards the plane can be described
by one of four relations: no intersection, intersection, osculation (touching),
and coincidence. Thus, the function computing intersections returns the type
of solution and, if possible, two points denoting the intersection lines. If there
is no intersection, the two points hold null values. Although osculation yields a
one point solution, two points with the same coordinates are returned by the
function in order to unify data storage and data processing. In general, the
algorithm generates two arrays of p[i] (“left”) and q[i] (“right”) end points of
the intersection lines. These arrays can be broken into several sub-arrays if the
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Figure 4.8: Flowchart of tool motion sampling

tool bottom passes through the swept section plane several times. In order to
manage these clusters of the intersection lines, the algorithm creates special
markers every time when the tool bottom enters or leaves the contact with the
swept section plane.

The next step is to find a bottom profile of a swept section defined as a set
of intersection lines and side lines (lines connecting the end points of the
intersection lines). In order to reduce computational load of finding the outer
boundary of a potentially self-intersected polygon consisting of a vast number
of line segments, the bottom profile is approximated at a number of points
by finding the lowest intersection point between the lines denoting the swept
section and vertical lines (along the normal vector), periodically placed in the
range from [−D,+D] (D is a tool diameter), as shown in figure 4.9. The density
of the vertical lines is adjusted by the tool path programmer depending on the
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Figure 4.9: Bottom profile of the swept section

desired level of accuracy.

Figure 4.10 shows how the bottom profile point is found at a single vertical
line. At each point xj , the lowest point is searched by iterating through
all the intersection lines and the side lines. The initial value of the height
coordinate is hj = +∞. If there is an intersection between the vertical
line at xj and one of the line segments, the y coordinate of the intersection
point is checked whether it is smaller than the current value of hj . If the
intersection point is below the previous value, the new value is assigned to
the height coordinate hj , changing its value from h1 to h2 and, then, to h3.
To naively check each line for intersections with every vertical line requires
O(Number of intersection and side lines×Number of vertical lines) time. It is
possible to reduce the number of computations by processing only the lines that
have bounding boxes (rectangulars using a line as a diagonal) either intersected
by vertical lines (Equation 4.6) or lying below a current intersection height [hj ]
(Equation 4.7). For sculptured surface machining, the scallop profile can be
found as a difference between the found height points hj and a design surface
profile at the swept section plane.

xj > min(p[i].x, q[i].x) ∧ xj < max(p[i].x, q[i].x) (4.6)

hj > p[i].y ∨ hj > q[i].y (4.7)

Previous research [55] considered a closed curve going through points p[i] and
q[i], but the intersection lines were not taken into account. However, this
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Figure 4.10: Finding a bottom profile point

Figure 4.11: Tool postures

approach may lead to undetected edges and the profile errors accordingly. For
instance, the point h3 will be undetected by the old algorithm. It would have
considered h2 as the lowest point of boundary of the swept section at xj .

4.4 Experimental validation and results

The developed algorithm has been validated by performing a machining test.
Firstly, a tool path, consisting of three tracks, has been programmed. Figure 4.11
shows the tool’s bottoms and orientation vectors of each posture. The CC
points are evenly distributed along the tracks with a step of 10 mm between
consecutive points. Each track has been programmed with a different strategy.
In the first track, the lead angle changes. In the second track, the tilt angle
changes. In the third track, both angles change simultaneously. The lead and
tilt angles of the tool postures are shown in table 4.1. Secondly, these three
machined grooves were obtained in an aluminum block of 60× 60 mm. Finally,
the machined part was measured and analyzed.
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Point 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Track 1 (0, 0) (0, 0) (5, 0) (5, 0) (25, 0) (25, 0) (35, 0)
Track 2 (0, 0) (0, 0) (0, -10) (0, -10) (0, 10) (0, 10) (0, -10)
Track 3 (0, 0) 1 (20, 0) 1 (40, -30) 1 (20, 30) 1 (20, 60) 1 (0, 0) 1 (20, -30) 1

1 Machine axes (B, C)

Table 4.1: Lead and tilt angles, in degrees, of the experimental postures

4.4.1 DMG Ultrasonic 70-5 milling machine

The machining test was performed on a five-axis milling machine DMG
Ultrasonic 70 − 5 equipped with a Heidenhain iTNC530 controller that
supports tool center point management function, as described in section 4.2.3.
Accordingly, the tool center point management interpolation scheme was used.
The use of this interpolation is innovative for the computing the removed
material. Necessary kinematics relationships are given below.

For an arbitrary tool orientation (i, j, k), the inverse kinematic transformation
equations for the machine axes B and C are represented in Equation 3.2 and
Equation 3.3.

Forward kinematics transformation is given in Equation 4.8.

 i =
√

2k − k2 cosC − (k − 1) sinC
j =
√

2k − k2 sinC − (k − 1) cosC
k = (1 + cosB)/2

(4.8)

4.4.2 Machining test

The aluminum block 60 × 60 mm was machined by a flat-end mill tool with
diameter 10 mm, as shown in figure 4.12(a). The measured radius of the
corner of the tool was 0.057 mm. The programmed parameters were set to 250
mm/min for feed and 6000 rpm for spindle speed. The distance from the top
reference plane of the block to the tool path reference plane was 5 mm. This
offset was applied intentionally in order to obtain actual surfaces generated by
machining. After machining, the machined part was sprayed to prevent laser
beam reflections and scanned by the laser scanning and measurement machine
COORD3 MC16 equipped with the laser scanning head Metris LC-50 with
accuracy 0.015 mm. The scanned surface is shown in figure 4.12(b), with the
black dots denoting origins of the swept section planes, and an example of the
coordinate system of the swept section plane at track 3, point 5.
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(a) Photo (b) Scanned machined part

Figure 4.12: Machined part

4.4.3 Results and Discussion

The scanned surface has been rotated and aligned to fit with the design model.
By analyzing profiles of the grooves at different points, it has been found that
there is an offset difference between the scanned profiles and computed profiles.
Initial guess was that these offsets were caused by misalignment, but further
research revealed that this effect is very likely to occur due to deflection of the
tool. Figure 4.13 illustrates the profile of the central bottom line of the scanned
groove along the tool path track 1. Also, this figure shows the change of the
lead angle. Visibly, the offset distance remains more or less constant when the
lead angle is kept constant, and, accordingly, the offset distance increases when
the lead angle increases. Therefore, in order to exclude externalities from the
experimental validation of the algorithm, proper offsets (only translation, no
rotation) were applied to fit the scanned and computed profiles.

Each groove of the scanned surface has been analyzed at points indexed from 1
to 5; figure 4.12(b) denotes the black dots as origins of the swept section planes
(numbering of the points is the same as depicted in figure 4.11). At each of
these points, the scanned profile of the groove, the computed bottom profile
of the swept section, and the effective cutting shape have been found in the
plane perpendicular to the track direction. Figures 4.14-4.16 show the obtained
results (the chart axes correspond to the axes at figure 4.12(b)). Each chart
illustrates three curves: the measured profile of the groove, the computed profile
predicted by the algorithm, and the projection of the tool bottom onto the
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Figure 4.13: Groove bottom profile of the Track 1

plane which has a shape of an ellipse. The latter has been calculated in order
to compare to other state-of-the-art methods. For the computed profiles, the
thresholds are set as following; the maximal sampling length of CL line is 0.05
mm; the maximal length of the line connecting two end points of consequent
intersection lines is 0.1 mm; and the maximal length of the intersection line for
the entry routine is 0.01 mm.

As can be seen on figures 4.14(b), 4.14(d), 4.15(b), and 4.15(d), the effective
cutting shape coincides with computed profile for the cases when the tool
orientation is kept constant. On the one hand, the effective cutting shape
technique generates an acceptable results when the variation of the tool
orientation is relatively small, as shown in figures 4.14(a) and 4.14(e). On
the other hand, the results become much irrelevant as the variation of the
tool orientation increases. Moreover, some results are not even resembling the
scanned profiles, as shown in figure 4.15(e). The conclusion is that, for a general
case, the use of the effective cutting shape to evaluate removed material and
machining strip width is risky. Therefore, if the effective cutting shape is used,
it should be ensured that the tool postures within the region of influence change
tool orientation in an extent that does not cause machined parts be out of
tolerance.

In contrast to the effective cutting shape, the computed profiles have a shape
that, from the first glance, matches well to the scanned profiles. In order to
evaluate the match between the scanned and computed profiles quantitatively,
the shortest distance between computed and scanned profiles was calculated.
This results to three charts, according to the number of tracks, and each chart
includes five graphs of the shortest distances between the scanned and computed
profiles at the points 1-5, as shown in figure 4.17. In general, the distance
between profiles is smaller than 0.05 mm, but this statement becomes not
true when graphs approach right or/and left limits of the x-axis . Also, this
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Figure 4.14: Profiles at track 1

statement is not true for some other cases. The reasons of these deviations are
discussed below.

Firstly, the possible explanation of the large deviation of the far distant points
will be given. The rising trend of the shortest distance graphs, when they
evolve outward the origin x = 0, can be attributed to several reasons. First
reason is that the tool shape is assumed ideally cylindrical by the algorithm,
but it is not. So, the tool has some shape irregularities, such as radius of the
corner, deviation from shape, and others. Since these imperfectness exist, the
machined profile inherits them as well. Moreover, the estimated profile error
due to the tool shape irregularities is scaled up by rotation of the tool when
profile charts move away from the origin. Therefore, it is expected that the
algorithm’s estimations will be more reliable closer to the tool path track, where
the origin is. Second reason is that some part of the machined profile is removed
by the flank, a cylindrical part of the tool, but the algorithm’s assumptions
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Figure 4.15: Profiles at track 2

exclude this possibility. Flank milling may explain the steep slopes, an increase
of the estimation error, at the left and right of the graphs, where the cylindrical
part of the tool removed the material.

Secondly, although the distance graphs illustrate, generally, a rising trend while
shifting from x = 0 in both directions, several cases demonstrate different
scenarios. It is possible to distinguish graphs which have a low level on one of
the sides and a relatively high level on the other side, as can be observed for the
points 1 and 5 in figure 4.17(b) and points 1-3 in figure 4.17(c). The reasonable
explanation can be that the tool was deflected by the cutting force that caused a
twist of the charts. In cases mentioned above, the tool experienced deformation
that, finally, yielded the machined profiles that differ from the computed profiles
as they were twisted around the origin. Thus, this effect may decrease the gap
between scanned and computed profiles at one side and increases the gap at
other side, accordingly. Thirdly, another type of irregularity is observed at point
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Figure 4.16: Profiles at track 3

4 of track 3 and depicted in figure 4.17(c). The graph has a peak about 0.05
mm nearby x = 3 mm. This peak is actually a burr which is visible on the
groove floor.

Besides already given reasoning, there are some speculations that errors may
be influenced by chatter and non-uniform thickness distribution of the anti-
reflecting spray for the laser scanning. Additionally, there are many other sources
of errors: the discrete nature of the metal removal simulations, measurement
errors, triangulation of the scanned surface, and many others to name. However,
the prove or disprove of these hypothesizes is out of the scope of this research and
requires additional investigation that is necessary to carry out within another
research.

In addition to the TCPM interpolation, the naive interpolation was implemented
to assess the difference in predicted profiles caused by machine kinematics.
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Figure 4.17: Distances between measured and computed profiles (TCPM
interpolation)
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Figure 4.18: Swept sections of the naive interpolation

Figure 4.18 shows “naive” swept sections. In general, they are similar to the
TCPM swept sections, but some profiles are profoundly different. Figure 4.19
shows shortest distances between the “naive” and scanned profiles. The
profiles at track 1 (figure 4.19(a)) are almost equivalent to the TCPM profiles
(figure 4.17(a)) with the difference no more than 0.01 mm. At track 1, the
actual tool moved in the same manner as it moved in the WCS only. Tracks 2
and 3 (figures 4.19(b) and 4.19(c)) illustrate higher deviations of the computed
profiles from the measured profiles. The peaks of estimation errors, observed
in points 3 and 5 of track 2, reach 0.40 mm. This result confirms findings [43],
which showed that errors induced by machine kinematics tend to increase when
a tool moves closer to a machine stationary point (for the used machine, B = 0
and C = 0).

Also, it is possible to foresee whether the linerization problem appears or not
by formulating the proper machine motion behavior. There is an example
that shows that motion interpolation in the machine’s controller behavior has
an extremely important impact on the quality of the prediction. Figure 4.20
presents two swept sections at the track 2, point 5 which are predicted with two
slightly different motion interpolation equations. The gray regions represent the
areas swept by the tool, and the black lines represent the machined profiles. The
difference in the shapes of the swept sections is profound. The swept section
at this point is yielded by the tool motion from the point 5 to the point 6. As
can be seen from the table 4.1, the tool changes the tilt angle from 10 to −10
degrees. For the DMG 70 − 5 milling machine, this means the 180 degrees
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Figure 4.19: Distances between measured and computed profiles (naive
interpolation)
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(a) Correct interpolation (b) Incorrect interpolation

Figure 4.20: Swept profile for different interpolations

change of the C axis, while keeping the B axis constant. There are two solutions
for the way how to turn the C axis: clockwise and counterclockwise. The wrong
choice of the interpolation scheme can yield to a completely wrong prediction,
as shown in figure 4.20(b). Whereas by implementing rotation in the reverse
direction, figure 4.20(a) illustrates a plausible prediction.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the algorithm computing swept sections has been presented.
The developed algorithm can be used for estimation of the scallop height and
machining strip width for five-axis flat-end semi-finishing and finishing milling.
The innovative feature of the developed algorithm is that machine kinematics is
taken into account to compute the profiles of swept sections. In general, there
are two important conclusions.

First conclusion is that all methods estimating machining strip profile by
considering a single posture are not suitable for sculptured surface machining
because information about one posture is not enough for predict machined
profiles. As an example of this profound flow of single posture based methods,
figures 4.15(b) and 4.15(c) correspond to two postures with the same tool
orientation, and, therefore, elliptic projections are the same, but this prediction
does not correlate to the actual observation (figure 4.15(c)). For these two
postures, any single posture based method will yield the same predictions, where
at least one will inevitably be drastically incorrect. Figures 4.15(d) and 4.15(e)
illustrate one more case.

Second conclusion is that machine kinematics plays an important role in tool
motion. Although, implementing of the naive interpolation (without machine
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kinematics) improves accuracy by reducing an error from up to 1.520 mm
(effective cutting shape profile shown in figure 4.15(e)) to 0.400 mm (charts at
points 3 and 5 of track 2, shown in figure 4.18), some of the predicted profiles are
not adequate. Implementation of the machine kinematics allowed to calculate
acceptable profiles. For the TCPM interpolation, the key findings demonstrated
that the difference between the computed and scanned profiles is smaller than
0.050 mm. This difference is likely to be linked with the tool wear (corner radius
0.057 mm), measurement errors, tool deflection, real machine control behavior,
and another issues that are not considered by the algorithm. Therefore, the
applications for the algorithm are expected to be multi-axis tool path generation
and validation that implement low cutting force strategies (semi-finish and
finish milling) and utilize sharp and precise flat-end milling tools. The scope of
applications can be extended if proper compensation techniques are provided.
Nevertheless, some geometrical errors remain due to the incremental nature of
the algorithm, but they can be diminished by adjusting threshold parameters.

The developed algorithm features computation of simple plane-plane intersec-
tions that can be efficiently parallelized and seamlessly integrated into tool path
generation algorithms. Since the developed algorithm does not imply special
conditions on the tool postures, like defining a CC point on a design surface for
the effective cutting shape method, it can be used together with, for instance,
the tool lifting technique [26] and multi-point machining method [67].

Future developments may extend the range of the tool shapes. As an example,
tools with rounded corners may be considered by the next version of the
algorithm. Essentially, this will increase the complexity of the algorithm because
the rounded part of the tool will generate non-straight intersection line with
the swept section plane. The computation complexity will depend on the tool
corner radius; the larger corner radius means the greater computation complexity.
Therefore, by limiting the corner radius to the size of wear, it is possible to curb
computation complexity while improving accuracy by estimating an impact of
tool wear onto the machined shape.





Chapter 5

Tool path planning with
integrated material removal
simulation

It has been shown in the previous chapters that existing tool path planning and
generation algorithms utilize various approaches to estimate machining strip
width for controlling directions and density of tool path tracks. However, these
approaches rely on methods that consider only a single posture resulting in
substantial errors in scallop prediction as it is shown in chapter 4. Moreover,
these algorithms overlook narrowing of machining strips at the end of five-axis
flat-end tool paths. This problem arises when tool paths are programmed as a
sequence of CC points. Figure 5.1 illustrates an example of a CC-based tool
path and the actual machining strip (as if it occurs during real machining). If
the machining strip width is estimated at the end point of the tool path, the
aforementioned methods inevitably yield totally incorrect results because none
of such methods can anticipate that the machining strip width evolves to zero,
the narrowing effect cannot be anticipated as well.

Therefore, research on incorporating more accurate material removal simulation
algorithms within tool path generation is needed for efficient utilization of
the machining strip widths. Today, such simulation algorithms have been
implemented for ball-end tools [68, 69], while the integration of removal
simulation methods for flat-end tools are not embedded within tool path
generation because simulation of geometric motion and process conditions
(tool deflection, chatter, etc.) is still computationally demanding and cannot

111
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Figure 5.1: Narrowing of the machining strip for CC-based tool paths

be efficiently performed in an iterative way; even purely geometric simulation
of tool swept volumes is not used iteratively due to the same reason. In order
to enable development of tool path generation algorithms that integrate an
accurate machining strip width prediction, a new material removal simulation
algorithm based on swept sections (chapter 4) has been developed. Additionally,
two tool path planning methods that can benefit from such an integration have
been developed and validated by machining experiments.

5.1 Material removal simulation

Because plain STL geometry has no built-in material removal simulation, the
faceted model (STL) representation has been extended with additional properties
which assign machining statuses to the facets and vertices. Each STL entity has
a defined machining status, which can be one of the following: undefined, virtual,
machined, and un-machined. The undefined status denotes an ordinary STL
geometry. The virtual status is assigned to the mesh that surrounds initially
un-machined regions, as depicted in figure 5.2. The virtual area is needed
to ensure that the tail of a tool path causing the narrowing effect is located
outside of the design surface and allow generating of smooth engage/retract
parts of tool paths and robust computation of cutter inclination angles. If it is
impossible to create the virtual area around the un-machined patches due to
possible collisions, the un-machined region can be shrunk so that a part of it
can be converted into the virtual area.

The machined and un-machined statuses correspond to their names.

Since, an accurate and fast calculation of the machining strip width is essential
for tool path planning algorithms aiming predictable surface quality of machined
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Figure 5.2: Enhanced STL mesh

parts, a new method to estimate area of the removed material has been developed.
Because computation efficiency was the major concern, the developed simulation
method incorporates iterative computation of the swept sections discussed in
chapter 4. The method computes which part of the triangulated surface would
be machined if a given tool path is executed only on a five-axis machine tool with
particular kinematics (DMG 70− 5) because machine kinematics is inherently
embedded into the tool motion interpolation. If there is a need to simulate
material removal at another machine, the software must be amended with the
proper IKT and interpolation classes.

Tool motion is interpolated for a given sequence of tool postures. As an example,
figure 5.3(a) shows a number of tool postures arranged along a programmed
tool path track. For five-axis tool paths, tool postures must be set along a
tool path so that no gouging and collision occur. By sampling the tool path
into equal pieces, a number of swept section planes are arranged perpendicular
to the feed directions at the end points of the obtained tool path pieces. In
each of these end points, a local coordinate system (LCS, x-axis along the feed
vector, z-axis along the surface normal) is constructed. Swept section planes
are defined by the yz-planes of the LCSes, as illustrated in figure 5.3(b).

As a tool moves, it sweeps a 2D shape from a swept section plane. The bottom
bound of the envelope of this shape represents a machining strip profile. Since
machining strip and surface profiles within swept section planes can be derived,
it is possible to compute which part of the surface profile has an excess of the
material smaller than a defined scallop height and mark this part as machined.
Therefore, if two consequent machining strip profiles are known, the machined
area can be approximated as a part of a surface that is bounded inside a swept
box shown in figure 5.4(a). Swept boxes are geometric entities consisting of two
swept section planes and two extra side planes passing through the points of
the machining strip. A part of a surface that is inside a swept box is marked
as machined, as shown in figure 5.4(b). Technically, all vertices of the faceted
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(a) Tool postures (b) Swept sections

Figure 5.3: Calculation of the swept sections

(a) Swept box (b) Area removed by one swept box

Figure 5.4: Calculation of the removed material

model that are inside the boxes are marked as machined. Figure 5.5 shows the
machined region for the swept boxes of one tool path track.

5.2 Adaptive ortho-planar tool path planning

Despite existence of a number of tool path generation methods, the cutting plane
method is one of the most used methods. This method has been adopted by
industries because of its simplicity and robustness to generate zig-zag tool paths,
which are appreciated by CAM programmers for ease of analysis and inspection
even without dedicated simulation and verification software. This method is
not exposed to the risks that arise from using other methods. For instance,
in [70] it was recognized that iso-parametric tool paths cannot be efficient if
there is a large curvature variation, and that generation of iso-scallop tool paths
is jeopardized by breaking a machined surface into several disconnected patches,
which are likely to result in abundant amount of air-cut movements.
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Figure 5.5: Machining strip

Taking its origin from 2D milling, the iso-planar method is a widespread method
implementing cutting planes. However, use of the method for three axis and
five-axis machining of complex surfaces introduced a new challenge to consider
machining strip width for setting non-constant offsets among cutting planes.
Computation of distances between two adjacent planes should be elaborated
for more efficient utilization of machining strip widths in order to minimize
unnecessary strip overlaps while maintaining required surface quality, usually
defined by the maximal scallop (cusp height). This task becomes even more
challenging if flat-end tools are used.

5.2.1 Path interval

On the one hand, fixed distances between adjacent cutting planes are not
appropriate because their use lead to either an inefficient use of machining strips
or gaps of un-machined material between two tool path tracks. On the other
hand, currently, non-fixed distances are derived from incorrect estimations based
on a single posture, as described in chapter 4. Therefore, these premises induced
and justified the development of a new method to determine a path interval
(distance between two cutting planes) ensuring complete machining of a surface
between two tracks and minimization of the machining strip overlaps. The
developed procedure to compute a proper cutting plane position is performed
in an iterative way. Each iteration consists of several steps. First, a cutting
plane is located inside the un-machined area on a specified distance (for the first
iteration, 50% of tool radius) from the farthest point of the un-machined area.
Second, a tool inclination strategy (min gouge-free, Sturz, optimized) is applied
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Figure 5.6: Distance to the border and machining strip width

for the calculation of the tool orientation of the tool path postures. Third,
machining strip is computed based on the developed swept box method. And,
at each swept section plane, distances from a CC point to the machining strip
border and un-machined area border are computed. Depending on whether
there is a gap or sufficiently large overlap, a necessary offset ∆i of the cutting
plane is calculated (Equation (5.1), figure 5.6). The algorithm processes all
swept section planes that meet borders of the un-machined area to find ∆ , the
smallest offset of the cutting plane (Equation (5.2)). This offset is an extra
displacement to adjust a position of the cutting plane. Then, a next iteration is
performed with the computed offset applied on the cutting plane position. The
final cutting plane position is determined by the condition that the machining
strip width at each swept section plane results in the smallest overlap not
exceeding a given threshold ε, where the cutting plane is its ultimate, most
farthest, position. Thus, if the cutting plane is shifted too much, there will be
a gap of un-machined material.

∆i = ((di_border − di_width) · n) · n (5.1)

∆ = min {∆i} − ε (5.2)

5.2.2 Ortho-planar patterns

The developed removal simulation method allows implementation of the step-
over computation into a variety of tool path patterns. It has been implemented
into the classic zig, zig-zag, and contour strategies, shown in figures 5.7(a), 5.7(b),
and 5.7(c). In these strategies, orientation of cutting planes deterministically
depends on a default orientation, only cutting plane offsets are computed
based on the method described above. This predetermined direction does not
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guarantee the most efficient machining compared to other directions. Therefore,
two adaptive ortho-planar tool path planning strategies were proposed and
implemented. These developed adaptive strategies can position up to four
orthogonal cutting planes and speculatively generate up to eight tool path
tracks.

First strategy is called “two alternatives”, or 2A, strategy. It extends the zig-zag
strategy by providing an alternative tool path track in a direction of 90◦ to
the default direction. Figure 5.7(d) shows two possible tool path directions
dashed, where the second candidate tool path track is generated by a cutting
plane orthogonal to the current cutting plane (already generated tool path track
depicted in solid). As an example two candidate tool path tracks, figures 5.8(a)
and 5.8(b) depict two tool path tracks positioned in parallel and orthogonally
to the first tool path track. Both candidate tool path tracks start from the
corner at which the previous tool path track ends. Then, the most efficient
candidate is selected based on the candidates’ length, machined area, machining
efficiency (machining area/tool path length), or other composite index. The
purpose of the 2A strategy is curbing the length of air-cut movement while
locally optimizing efficiency of tool paths. Air-cut movements are prevented
from expansive growth because a next tool path track starts in the vicinity of
the end point of the previous tool path. Air-cut minimization can be especially
efficient when a machine tool is characterized as a low dynamics machine. If
rapid movements are executed substantially faster than the programmed feed,
second strategy, an “eight alternatives” (8A) strategy, can be applied. The 8A
strategy should be avoided when the difference between rapid and programmed
feeds is not drastic because this strategy may lead to increased time required
for air-cut movements that can not be offset by decreased actual machining
time. According to the name of the strategy, the 8A strategy provides eight
candidate tool path tracks. These eight candidates form a rectangular shape,
where each edge of the rectangular corresponds to two tool path tracks generated
in two opposite directions (going back and forth), as shown in figure 5.7(e).
Both planning strategies (2A and 8A) are used to generate tool path tracks
consecutively until no un-machined surface left.

There is an important remark about how to define the length of tool path tracks.
If a tool path track is a curve generated within the un-machined area only, the
area in the vicinity of the end point of the tool path track will probably not be
fully machined due to the narrowing of the machining strip. In order to ensure
complete material removal at this location, the tool path track must be extended
beyond the generated end point by attaching an extra “tail” to the end of tool
path tracks. If a tail can not be added due to the part geometry (walls causing
collision), a part of the surface may not be completely machined and must be
removed by another strategy. Hence, an effective tool path, a tool path track
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(a) zig (b) zig-zag (c) square (d) two
paths

(e) eight
paths

Figure 5.7: Tool path patterns

(a) Candidate tool path 1 (b) Candidate tool path 2

Figure 5.8: Candidate tool paths

needed for the guaranteed material removal, should not take only un-machined
areas into account. Figure 5.9 depicts an example of effective tool paths. To be
more precise, computation of effective tool path recognizes all swept boxes that
are attributed with non-zero removed area and finds first and last tool postures
that belong to the first and last swept boxes causing machining. These two tool
postures identify start and end point of the effective tool path. For ortho-planar
planning, the term “effective” is omitted and implied, unless other is stated.

5.2.3 Experimental validation

To prove the efficiency of the developed algorithm, the faceted model of a
rectangular free-form surface (size 80 × 80 mm (60 × 60 mm un-machined
region)) shown in figure 5.10 has been machined on a five-axis milling machine
DMG 70− 5. The triangulation tolerance was set to 0.01 mm resulting in 110k
triangles. A flat-end milling tool (�10 mm HSS) was used.
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Figure 5.9: Effective tool path

Figure 5.10: STL surface model

Three planning strategies have been investigated. The first strategy was a
zig-zag (ZZ) strategy, the second strategy was the “two alternatives” strategy.
And the third strategy was the “eight alternatives” strategy. Positions of the
cutting planes were computed based on the developed simulation method. The
tool inclination angle was set adaptable to avoid gouging with an additional
inclination of 5◦ to avoid marks on the machined surface. The maximal scallop
was set to 0.1 mm.

For the zig-zag strategy, four different tool paths were generated with different
initial settings (zigs starting from each side of the rectangular shape). Directions
of tool paths were counter-clockwise meaning that this direction is applied with
respect to the core of the un-machined area. For the clockwise direction, four
additional zags are available. Steps of generating the “left-side” zig-zag is show
in figure 5.11.

For the 2A strategy, also four different tool paths were generated starting from
each side of the rectangular shape. But, for the 2A strategy, starting sides
do not correspond to alignment of the first tool path tracks. Availability of
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Figure 5.11: Sequence of steps to generate a zig-zag tool path starting from the
left side (counter-clockwise)

two orthogonal alternatives implies that one track follows the side, and second
track follows an adjoining side. However, both alternatives start from the same
corner, and corners, not sides, must be taken as references for the beginning
of candidate tool path tracks. For instance, the left-side counter-clockwise 2A
strategy will enter the surface nearby the top left corner. This also means
that two initial candidate tool path tracks are left-side zig and top-side zag.
Hence, the four 2A tool paths differ on their initial corners used for first track
generation. Each next track considered a corner at which the previous track
had ended as its starting corner. A candidate tool path track with the highest
removal ratio (machined area/effective tool path length) was chosen as a next
track. Figure 5.12 shows all steps of generating of the bottom-side 2A tool path.
As can be seen from the step 1, the left-side zag appeared to be more efficient
than the bottom-side zig.

In contrast to the zig-zag and 2A strategies, each step of the 8A strategy chooses
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Figure 5.12: Sequence of steps to generate a 2A tool path starting from the left
bottom corner

among all eight possible tool path tracks (four zigs and four zags) regardless a
direction of the previous tool path track. Therefore, there is only one 8A tool
path that can be generated on a rectangular shape, ceteris paribus. Similar
to the 2A strategy, a candidate tool path track with the highest removal ratio
(machined area/effective tool path length) is chosen as a next track. Figure 5.13
shows all steps of generating of an 8A tool path.

According to table 5.1, the 8A tool path has the shortest effective length.
Compared to the zig-zag tool paths, the gain is between 9% and 33%. The
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Figure 5.13: Sequence of steps to generate an 8A tool path

2A tool paths also demonstrated reduction of the effective lengths between 2%
and 28%. Figure 5.14 represents charts of the machining efficiency of twelve
tool paths (three strategy × four starting sides). Since the effective lengths
of the tool paths are different but represented on the horizontal axes with the
total length of 1 (unitless), the horizontal axis denotes normalized effective tool
path lengths with 1 being equal 100% of the effective tool path lengths. Each
“stair” of the charts shows a material removal ratio (machining efficiency) of
a particular tool path track. As can be seen, the length reduction of the 2A
and 8A tool paths does result in an area removal ratio that is constantly larger
than the area removal ratio of the zig-zag tool paths. Although, the average
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ZZ side ZZ1[mm] 2A2[mm] 8A3[mm] ZZ/2A ZZ/8A
Bottom 1199 942 902 127 % 133 %
Right 982 925 902 106 % 109 %
Top 1157 905 902 128 % 128 %
Left 986 971 902 102 % 109 %

1 Length of the effective ZZ tool path
2 Length of the effective 2 alternatives tool path
3 Length of the effective 8 alternatives tool path

Table 5.1: Lengths of the effective tool paths

material removal ratio of zig-zag tool paths has the lowest value, at certain
tracks, the area removal ratio per track surpasses ratios of some of the 2A and
8A tracks (right part of the charts 5.14(b), 5.14(c), and 5.14(d)). At several
tracks, the 8A tool path is less efficient than the 2A tool paths. Such abrupt
changes in the removal ratio are attributed to the fact that the configuration of
un-machined area changes after each track. This also explains frequent drops
for the zig-zag and 2A tool paths. The 8A tool path is more resistance to the
reconfiguration of the un-machined area due to more alternatives. Because of
fewer alternatives, the 2A tool paths are less resistant to the reconfiguration
that the 8A tool path. Besides the reconfiguration issue, the reason why the
zig-zag tool paths sometimes overcome the 2A and 8A tool paths is that the
latter are not optimized globally due to the use of the greedy algorithm which
is unlikely to result in the global optimum.

Tool path tracks are connected with air-cut movements , and although these
air-cut movements are executed with rapid feed traverse, these movement can
be time consuming. 8A tool paths may include an abundant amount of air-cut
movements because successive 8A tracks can be generated on the opposite sides
of a workpiece. Limiting of the amount of air-cut movements was a reason for
developing the 2A strategy in addition to the 8A planning strategy. As can
be seen from table 5.2, the length of the 8A air-cut movements is many-fold
of the zig-zag air-cuts. Therefore, the 2A strategy limits candidate tool path
tracks to those that starts from the same corner at which the previous tool
path track ends leading to shortened air-cut movements compared to the 8A
air-cut movements. In most cases, the gain of the 8A in actual machining
time is believed to surpass the increase in rapid movements because rapid feed
exceeding programmed feed in 50 and more times is not extraordinary in the
industrial applications. However, the impact of the air-cuts on machining time
must be always assessed, especially in a case of large workpieces where the
increase in rapid motions may even lead to increased machining time.
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Figure 5.14: Material removal ratios (machining area/effective tool path track
length) along the generated tool paths starting from different sides of the
rectangular surface patch

ZZ side ZZ length [mm] 2A length [mm] 8A length [mm]
Bottom 60.6 120.0 772.2
Right 60.8 107.6 772.2
Top 61.0 102.5 772.2
Left 60.0 79.9 772.2

Table 5.2: Lengths of air-cut movements (engage/retract movements excluded)
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(a) Left side zig-zag tool path (b) 8A tool path

Figure 5.15: Parts machined with different strategies

Figure 5.16: Measured deviations: left-side zig-zag tool path

Machining test

Two workpieces have been machined with different strategies (left side zig-zag,
8A), as shown in figure 5.15. The machined surfaces have been measured with a
laser scanner COORD3 MC16.10.8 equipped with the laser scanning head Nikon
LC60Dx with accuracy 0.015 mm. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 depict deviations of
the measured surfaces best fitted to the design surface. As can be seen, the
measured scallops are within the defined range.
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Figure 5.17: Measured deviations: 8A tool path

5.3 Tool path generation with dynamic step-over
calculation

In general, tool path generation algorithms implement open-loop procedures
that lay tool paths on surfaces independently from the outcome of material
removal simulation. In chapter 5.2, a novel ortho-planar closed-loop approach
has been developed and validated, but it still may result in unnecessary overlaps
of machining strips because changes of path intervals are applied for an entire
tool path, not for a part of it where an additional shift is required. In this
section, the development of a more advanced tool path generation algorithm
is described. In this algorithm, tool paths are 3D curves and points of the
adjacent tracks are optimized dynamically based on the integrated material
removal simulation for end-mills presented in chapter 5.1.

The generation of tool path patterns is done according to a contour-like strategy,
as it results in a more efficient machining with respect to smoothness and less
non-cutting movements. A series of tool path loops are generated in an iterative
manner by reconsidering un-machined areas after each loop. As an example,
results can be seen on figure 5.18. However, the developed approach can be
implemented for any kind of strategy such as iso-parametric zig-zag.

The developed algorithm starts with the generation of a first initial outer loop
(machining is done from outside to inside). Based on a user defined entry point
and a direction, the end-point of the first tool path segment (line) is calculated
(figure 5.19). The direction of the first segment and length of the segments can
be chosen, but it should be defined based on part properties (size, curvature)
and the tool radius. Within this research, the initial length of a tool path
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Figure 5.18: Several tool path loops

Figure 5.19: Genereation of an initial tool path loop

segment was set to 50% of the tool radius and the direction (angle between the
first tool path segment and the border tangent) was set to 60◦.

Following tool path segments are added to the previous segment(s), and the
distance from end points of the added segments to the border of the un-machined
area remains more or less constant (e.g. distance 50% of the tool radius). After
adding a segment (initially following the same direction of the previous segment),
the distance from the end point of that segment to the border of the un-machined
area in the direction perpendicular to this tool path segment is calculated. If
this distance sufficiently differs from the pre-set distance, the segment is rotated
around the surface normal at the start point of the segment in order to meet
the target distance. In order to guarantee a smooth tool path, there is a limit
imposed on a feasible angle deviation between successive tool path segments
(e.g. 10 degrees, figure 5.19). This limit sometimes causes that the algorithm
encounters a non-resolvable scenario in which the end point further deviates
from the border than allowed. In such a case, the algorithm backtracks to
the previous segments by recursively changing angles between segments. Loop
generation ends when a next segment is located in the vicinity of the beginning
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(a) Swept sections of the initial tool
path

(b) Machining strip of the initial tool
path

Figure 5.20: Tool path adjustment based on estimated machining strip

of the loop. Once the initial loop is generated, tool orientations are assigned
to each tool contact point. Since tool orientations are assigned independently
from the loop generation, various tool inclination strategies can be implemented
(Sturz, a dynamic tool inclination strategy earlier developed in [32], or the
graph- and DP based strategies explained in chapter 3). Once the tool postures
are known, the swept sections (figure 5.20(a)) and machining strip width (blue
and red curve in figure 5.20(b)), can be calculated (see section 5.1).

By analyzing the machining strip width (figure 5.20(b)), it can be observed that
in some regions, the tool path goes too much into the un-machined zone, leaving
rest material at the border, while in other zones, the machining efficiency is very
low (blue curve almost at border line of the un-machined area). This means that
parts of the tool path should be adjusted either to better utilize the machining
strip width (zone with low efficiency on figure 5.20(b)) or become closer to the
border in order to fully machine the un-machined area at the border side.

Tool path adjustments are done by an iterative sliding of the end points of
tool path segments across the triangles of the part surface and in a direction
perpendicular to the feed direction (figure 5.21). Based on the position of the
initial tool path loop, possible shifts for tool path segments are first calculated
and are represented in figure 5.21 as an inner and an outer range (series of
dots). A point of the inner range is calculated by moving a tool path point over
a distance equals the distance of the lower red curve of the machine strip width
(figure 5.20(b)) to the border of the un-machined area or a maximum percentage
of the tool radius (in this case 50%, set to avoid extreme shifts). A point of the
outer range is calculated by moving a tool path point over a distance which is a
percentage (in this case 66%) of the tool radius. As an example, the pink line
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Figure 5.21: Adjustment of the tool path within an inner and outer range

(a) Second adjustment (b) Third adjustment

Figure 5.22: Adjustments

in figure 5.21 shows the possible shift for that particular tool path point. Tool
path adjustments are made possible by increasing the maximum angle between
tool path segments or by changing the start direction at the entry point.

Figure 5.22 shows the second and third iteration for tool path adjustment.
After every adjustment, new swept sections and possible shifts for tool path
changes are computed. The algorithm attempts to move the tool path to the
inner range because this results in the most efficient utilization of machining
strip width. Loop adjustment stops when there is no or little (below certain
threshold) difference between two successive adjustments. The last adjustment
is taken as the final tool path loop.

After the outer tool path loop has been generated, successive tool path loops
(moving inwards) are generated following the same procedure. Based on the
accurate material removal simulation, the border of the un-machined regions is
updated. The last tool path segment (of the previous tool path loop) is taken
as a start segment for the next tool path loop. Tool path generation terminates
if machining efficiency drops below a certain level or the curvature of a loop
reaches a critical value. The machining efficiency is defined as the amount
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of machined area per unit tool path length. There will be only an island of
un-machined surface left because the radius of the last loop can not be smaller
that a certain minimal radius that depends on the maximum angle between
tool path segments and segment lengths.

5.3.1 Initial loop generation

The developed algorithm starts with the generation of a first initial outer loop
(machining is done from outside to inside). Each loop consists of several tool
path segments. Based on a user defined entry point and direction (defined by an
angle between the first tool path segment and the border tangent), the end-point
of the first tool path segment (line) is calculated, as shown in figure 5.19. The
direction of the first segment and length of the segments can be chosen, but it
should be defined based on part properties (size, curvature) and the tool radius.
At the end points of each tool path segment, local coordinate systems (LCS)
are constructed such that z-axis is along the surface normal, and x-axis is along
the feed direction. The zy-planes are used as swept section planes to compute
machining strip width.

Following tool path segments are added to the previous segment(s) as such
that the distance to the border of the un-machined area remains more or less
constant (e.g. distance 50% of the tool radius). After adding a segment (initially
following the same direction of the previous segment), the distance from the end
point of that segment to the border of the un-machined area in the direction
perpendicular to this tool path segment is calculated. If this distance sufficiently
differs from the pre-set distance, the segment is rotated around the surface
normal at the start point of the segment in order to meet the target distance.

In order to guarantee a smooth tool path, there is a limit imposed on a
feasible angle deviation between successive tool path segments (e.g. 10 degrees,
figure 5.19). There are two approaches to route initial loops. First approach
adds tool path segments sequentially without changing previous segments. Each
subsequent segment deviates from the preceding segment not more than the
feasible deviation angle. But this limit sometimes causes that the algorithm
encounters a non-resolvable scenario in which the end point further deviates
from the border than allowed (too far into un-machined region), shown in
figure 5.23(a). This scenario is potentially risky because further adjustments
sometimes can not eliminate the un-machined gap between the border of the
un-machined area and the machining strip. Second approach backtracks to
the previous segments by recursively altering positions segments and changing
angles among them until the problem resolved. Backtracking prevents too
distant penetrations into un-machined areas by routing smooth initial loops
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(a) Backtracking off (b) Backtracking on

Figure 5.23: Impact of backtracking on the initial loop

(a) No overrun (b) 3 segments overrun

Figure 5.24: Overrun of the loop

closer to the border or even outside of the un-machined areas. Figures 5.23(b)
illustrated how backtracking influences a shape of the initial loop.

Loop generation ends when a next segment is located in the vicinity of the
beginning of the loop. But, since loops are CC-based tool paths, the narrowing
effect takes place and must be considered. In order to foresee material removal
caused by the following loop, a tail, a short tool path, is speculatively added to
the end of the current loop, but the last, and used only for computing swept
sections (shown in grey in figure 5.24(a)). Also, end points of loops have to
overrun the beginning of the loops, as shown in figure 5.24(b). Otherwise,
machining simulation will result in a narrow un-machined strip leading to
undesirable deflections of the next loop, as depicted in figure 5.25.

There are certain limitations imposed on the shape of surfaces that should be
machined by this strategy. The first limitation is attributed to the smoothness
of surface borders. If a surface has a non-smooth border (less smoother than
an initial tool path), some of the loops are likely to have decreased efficiency.
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Figure 5.25: Unwanted tool path deflection due to insufficient overrun

The second limitation is more strict and attributed to the way how tool path
segments are generated. Each segment is built at the end of the previous
segment by analyzing a configuration of the un-machined area around this end
point. In a case of narrow or elongated surface patches, previous loops may
result in an un-machined area consisting of disconnected enclaves surrounded
by the machined surface. Because the direction of a next segment is sought
by considering only a limited area (for instance, within a distance of two tool
diameter), large gaps between un-machined surfaces can result in segment end
points arriving too far from un-machined island. Then, a direction of the next
segment can not be derived, and the algorithm gets stuck.

Besides finding a proper entry point, finding a proper entry angle remains still
a topic for the further research. On the one hand, by decreasing an entry angle,
tool engagement into stock becomes more smooth. On the other hand, by
increasing an entry angle, a tool achieves a full utilization of the machining
strip width on a shorter path span (faster engagement into stock). However, for
large entry angles, there is a risk of un-machined enclaves which are unable to
be removed by bending tool paths due to the curve smoothness constraint, as
shown in figure 5.26. Moreover, as can be seen from figure 5.27, raising entry
angles cause waviness of the tool path curves after the entry point, as shown in
figures 5.27(b), 5.27(c), 5.27(d), and 5.27(e). Ultimately, extremely large entry
angles force tool path either to leave the surface (figures 5.27(f) and 5.27(g)) or
even to collapse into a spiral (figures 5.27(h) and 5.27(i)).

5.3.2 Experimental validation: industrial example

To prove the efficiency of the developed algorithm, the faceted model (size �100
mm) of a die to produce skull implants by hydroforming, shown in figure 5.28,
has been machined on a five-axis milling machine DMG 70−5. The triangulation
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(a) 0◦ entry (b) 60◦ entry

Figure 5.26: Machining simulation for different entry anlges

(a) 0◦ (b) 30◦ (c) 45◦

(d) 60◦ (e) 90◦ (f) 120◦

(g) 135◦ (h) 150◦ (i) 180◦

Figure 5.27: Initial tool path curve with different entry angles
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(a) Faceted model of the hydroforming
die prototype

(b) Skull implant

Figure 5.28: Industrial example

tolerance was set to 0.01 mm with maximal edge length of 0.5 mm, resulting in
103k triangles. A flat-end milling tool (�10 mm, HSS) was used.

The length of the tool path segments has been limited to 2.5 mm (50% tool
radius). The tool inclination angle was set adaptable to avoid gouging with an
additional inclination of 5◦ to avoid marks on the machined surface. A maximal
allowed scallop height was set to 0.17 mm. The whole tool path consists of 9
loops. Figure 5.29 depicts simulation of changes in the machined area after each
loop.

The part has been machined in aluminum (figure 5.30). Notably, the shape of
the un-machined island is similar to the shape from the machining simulation.

Scallop heights have been measured along seven directions (perpendicular to the
border) distributed across the part, as shown in figure 5.31(a). A profilemeter
Taylor-Hobson Form Talysurf-120L equipped with a laser interferometer
(figure 5.31(b)1) was used for the measurements with data resolution 0.25µm
and straightness accuracy 0.2µm over any 20mm traverse.

Figures 5.32-5.38 illustrate filtered scallop profiles processed with “Taylor Hobson
µltra” software. In almost every measurement, the measured scallop heights
are below the pre-set value 170 µm (in the range from 140 and 170 µm). Only
in profile 3, shown in figure 5.34, the measured scallop height had reached 179
µm and, thus, exceeded the pre-set value. The possible explanation may be
that this result is due to approximations used for computing swept sections
and material removal simulation, influence of actual machining (tool wear, tool
deflection, chatter, vibration, etc.), or both. The influence of machining seems
to be the most appealing because the approximation errors are tightened by

1The picture is kindly provided by Yansong Guo.
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(a) Top view (b) Iso view

Figure 5.30: Machined part (9 loops)

(a) Scallop measurement directions (b) Taylor-Hobson Form Talysurf-120L

Figure 5.31: Scallop measurement settings

setting computation thresholds to an order of a micrometer magnitude. Also, as
a prove of the mechanistic source of the high scallop, figure 5.35 demonstrates a
profile exposed to chatter with its jerky effect onto the measured surface profile
which is impossible to foresee within the frame of the developed algorithm.

Zig-zag machining of the island

After the machining of the loops, the remained un-machined island on the top
should be machined with another strategy. The developed zig-zag strategy,
described in chapter 5.2, was used to generate a tool path in the direction
coinciding with the largest linear dimension. The tool inclination angle and
maximal allowed scallop height were set the same as for the loop tool paths
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Taylor Hobson
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Figure 5.32: Filtered scallop profile in direction 1Taylor Hobson
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Figure 5.33: Filtered scallop profile in direction 2Taylor Hobson
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Figure 5.34: Filtered scallop profile in direction 3
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Taylor Hobson
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Figure 5.35: Filtered scallop profile in direction 4Taylor Hobson
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Figure 5.36: Filtered scallop profile in direction 5Taylor Hobson
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Figure 5.37: Filtered scallop profile in direction 6
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Taylor Hobson
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Figure 5.38: Filtered scallop profile in direction 7

(a) Zig 1 (b) Zig-zags 1-2 (c) Zig-zags 1-3

(d) Zig-zags 1-4 (e) Zig-zags 1-5

Figure 5.39: Zig-zag tool path to machine the remained island

(gouge-free + 5◦, 0.17 mm). Figure 5.39 depicts simulation of changes in the
machined area after each zig-zag.

A part machined with both the loop and zig-zag tool paths is shown in figure 5.40.

The machined part has been measured with a laser scanner COORD3 MC16.10.8
equipped with the laser scanning head Nikon LC60Dx with accuracy 0.015 mm.
Figure 5.41 shows deviations of the measured surface best fitted to the design
surface. As can be seen, the measured scallops are consistent with the defined
range.
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Figure 5.40: Machined part (loops+zig-zag)

Figure 5.41: Measured deviations
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Loop No. Length [mm] Machined area [mm2] Area removal [mm2/mm]
1 301 1275 4.24
2 281 1318 4.70
3 250 1344 5.38
4 218 1185 5.43
5 186 809 4.34
6 163 583 3.58
7 140 463 3.11
8 111 351 3.16
9 115 231 2.01

Table 5.3: Results of the loop based tool path generation calculations, per loop

Data analysis and comparison with commercial CAM software

Quantitative results from the tool path generation are summarized in table 5.3.
The loop lengths gradually decrease approaching the core of the part. The
efficiency (as defined above) varies at different steps, but drastically drops at
the last step because less stock can be reached by a smooth-constrained tool
path when an insignificantly small area of un-machined area is left. Therefore,
the area removal ratio can be used as a trigger to halt tool path generation in
fully automated systems.

The remaining island with the area of 279 mm2 was machined with the
zig-zag tool path with the effective length of 139 mm complemented with
four air-cut movement with a total length of 26 mm (excluding vertical
engagement/retraction). The total length of the tool path is 1904 = 1765 + 139
mm (1765 is a sum of the 9 tool path loops from table 5.3) complemented with
26 mm of air-cuts.

The developed strategy was also compared to a five-axis tool path generation
strategy available within a commercial CAM system based on faceted models.
A zig-zag strategy had to be chosen, as it was the only strategy allowing the
calculation of a step-over based on a given scallop value. For the same tool path
generation settings (scallop, tool, inclination angle (5◦ and adaptable to avoid
gouging) were chosen. Figure 5.42 shows a tool path generated by ESPRIT
CAM1 2010. The length of the resulting ESPRIT tool path is 17261 mm, which
is certainly much higher than 1904 mm .

1DP Technology, www.dptechnology.com

www.dptechnology.com
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Figure 5.42: ESPRIT tool path

5.4 Conclusions

This chapter describes the development of two five-axis tool path planning
and generation algorithms that integrate the novel material removal simulation
algorithm also developed in this research. Distinctively, the material removal
simulation is performed by taking machine kinematics into account.

The first algorithm, the adaptive ortho-planar tool path planning algorithm,
extends the existing cutting plane approach by implementing an iterative
computation of the path interval, recalculation of the shape of the stock after
each tool path track, and new planning of orthogonal tool path patterns. The
ortho-planar approach leads to tool paths which lengths are more resistant
to variation caused by the choice of a starting side. The scope of application
that can benefit from the developed method includes machining of near to
rectangular shaped surfaces. This algorithm is expected to be less efficient when
the variation of surface curvature increases.

The second algorithm, the tool path generation algorithm with dynamic step-
over calculation, implements a contour-like strategy with tool path loops
with machining strips that scarcely overlap to ensure complete removal of un-
machined material. An iterative adjustment of these loops leads to more efficient
machining along with dramatic shortening of length of generated tool paths in
contrast to the results provided by available commercial software. The scope of
application that can benefit from the dynamic step-over algorithm ranges from
finishing and semi-finishing to even rough milling based on morphing technology
as described in [71]. The applicability range of this algorithm is efficient
machining of “balanced” surfaces (without narrow or elongated dimensions)
with smooth contours. Other surfaces may be less efficient or impossible to
machine due to terminating of segment generation.

Both developed algorithms have been validated through machining experiments
that demonstrated substantial relevance of the measurement results to the
predicted estimation.



Chapter 6

Final conclusions and
recommendations for future
work

In this thesis, several innovative methods have been developed in order to cover
all major CAM steps for five-axis milling. The algorithms for flat-end mills
have been developed and implemented because this type of tool allows increased
material removal rate if proper multi-axis strategies are applied. The main
objective of including machine kinematics into tool path generation routines
has been fulfilled. The performed experiments have revealed crucial importance
of machine kinematics for different steps of tool path generation. These results
highlighted a difference between the actual machine behavior and a behavior
based on existing models assuming that machine kinematics is not important
for tool path generation and can be omitted.

In order to improve efficiency and accuracy, all of the tool path generation and
planning methods developed in this work take machine kinematics into account.
These methods include: optimization of tool inclination along a given tool path,
material removal simulation, and tool path planning.

As a bottom-line, the following list describes the main developments of this
research:

1. Fast processing of STL geometry to generate tool path tracks and set
gouge- and collision-free tool inclinations, described in chapter 2. This
tweaking greatly reduced computation time.

143
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2. Elaborated graph and dynamic programming based optimization methods
handling cost functions representing distances in machine coordinates.
These optimization methods differ from the majority of existing algorithms
by the simultaneous optimization of a number of tool postures, described
in chapter 3. Also, they can deal with non-convex problems; thus, cost
functions can be designed to reflect more realistically the real world.
Several smoothing techniques can be imposed during optimization to
result in smooth tool paths requiring minimal machine tool rotations.

3. Computing of the actual shapes of removed material (swept sections,
described in chapter 4). Experimental validation of this algorithm has
revealed that accurate computing of machining strip width for multi-axis
milling is almost always impossible to be derived from a single posture.
Also, machine kinematics has been proven to be a very important issue. In
order to accurately predict a shape of removed material, tool motion must
be interpolated in machine coordinates according to the actual kinematic
scheme of a particular machine. Besides taking machine kinematics into
account, even a seemingly tiny difference in the CNC settings may lead
to drastically different result.

4. Tool path planning based on integrated material removal simulation,
described in chapter 5. Integration of the kinematically driven material
removal simulation method based on the swept section method is a new
paradigm in five-axis tool path generation. Existing simulation methods
include machine kinematics, but these methods are used for simulation
and verification only. They are never used for tool path generation
because of a heavy computation burden. The developed method speeds
up “simulation” to the extent that it can be used dynamically during
creating tool paths. This breakthrough enabled generation of five-axis
tool paths with defined surface quality. Experiments demonstrated that
the machining performance can be potentially improved up to 10 times
while maintaining steady cutting conditions.

These main developed components are designed in a way that they can be
seamlessly integrated into other CAM systems and/or combined together.
Besides the ease of integration, these methods are computationally efficient to
be used in industrial application.

Although these developments represent a significant progress in the field of
five-axis tool path planning and generation, there are still a number of features
to be elaborated and implemented in order to extend this research. At first
glance, the following ideas seem promising as an extension of the developed
software:
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• Implementation of a screw angle (in addition to the inclination angle) to
define tool orientations.

• Interpolation of tool motion derived from sophisticated modeling of CNC
unit behavior.

• Development of a tool path generation system, including collision detection
and prevention, for near-to-walls machining.

• Surface segmentation for automated tool path planning considering
material removal simulation.

• Extending of machining simulation by considering different process
parameters (cutting forces, chatter, etc.) and integration of such a
simulation for more accurate machining strip width estimation.

• Integration of tool path planning and generation algorithms into machine
controllers for tool path generation in situ.
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